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ABSTRACT

Factors Affecting Nurses’ Intention to Leave Their Primary Nursing Position
by
Scott P. Kaye

Advisor: Juan Battle
The United States is facing an imminent nurse staffing crisis. An aging workforce, an increasing
elder population, and new staffing legislation have added to existing difficulties in retaining nurses.
Retaining nurses is a priority in emergency departments, one of the few specialty departments that
exceed the national average turnover rate, with an average of 95% of the nursing staff leaving their
positions every five years.
This dissertation used dual-factor theory, dimensions of nursing surveillance, and intersectionality as
theoretical frameworks; employed secondary analysis of the National Sample Survey of Registered
Nurses (2018) dataset; and utilized hierarchical regression Modeling to examine the relative impact
of workplace factors, educational factors, and key demographic variables on nurses' intention to
leave their position for three groups, including emergency nurses, from a national sample.
Given the findings of this dissertation, recommendations are made that can facilitate the
development of targeted solutions to improve nursing retention.
Keywords: nurse turnover intention, nurse intention to leave, nursing retention, nurse
turnover, nurse attrition, emergency nurse
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background
Nurses represent the largest healthcare profession in the nation (American Association of
Colleges of Nursing, 2019); however, the United States is facing an imminent nursing crisis. By
the year 2022, it is anticipated that over one million nurses will need to be added to the
workforce to avoid a shortage (American Nurses Association, 2021; US: Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 2020). This increase in demand for nurses represents a growth rate of up to 15%
annually, one of the fastest growth rates of any profession (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
2020). Already in 2021, one report of 226 facilities indicates that 60% of hospitals surveyed
report a nursing vacancy rate higher than 7.5% (NSI Nursing Solutions, Inc., 2021). Although
the US has faced numerous nursing shortages in the past, the supply of nurses has generally
exceeded the demand (Lynn & Redman, 2005). However, the impending nurse shortage will
likely see demand for nurses far outweigh the supply. Further compounding the shortage is a
shift in population demographics. With older adults, 65 plus, estimated to comprise a quarter of
the US population by 2060 and ever-increasing population growth, the nursing crisis is only
expected to worsen in the near future (US: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020; Vespa et al., 2020).
Although the long-term impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on nurse staffing is still
unclear, early indications point to an increasing mismatch between nursing supply and hospital
demand (Aiken, 2021; Marufu et al., 2021; NSI Nursing Solutions, Inc., 2021; The Guardian,
2021). Increased nurse turnover from vaccine mandates and increasingly lucrative contract
nursing work has already exacerbated nurse staffing problems (Merelli, 2021; Weber, 2021).
Several major contributing factors to the impending nursing shortage have been
identified, such as an aging workforce, wherein the median age of a nurse in the United States is
51 and over a million nurses are expected to retire within a 10-year period (Smiley et al., 2018;
1

US: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020). However, age alone does not account for the high rate of
nursing turnover in the US, estimated at 15% nationally for nurses in all areas. Turnover is
defined as any job change that includes leaving one’s organization or profession (Hayes et al.,
2006). The high rate of nursing turnover outpaces that of any licensed health professional and is
only exceeded by unlicensed assistive personnel such as certified nursing assistants and patient
care technicians.
Previously identified factors that contribute to high levels of voluntary nursing turnover
range from individual factors such as age, level of education, and family responsibilities to
organizational factors such aspects of the nursing work environment, low levels of autonomy,
management practices, quality of interpersonal relationships, overall level of pay, and job
requirements (Hayes et al., 2006, 2012; Irvine & Evans, 1995; Lynn & Redman, 2005; Ritter,
2011; Unruh & Zhang, 2014).
The nursing workforce crisis is likely to have the most significant impact on hospitalbased care, as approximately 60% of the employed nurses in the US are employed in the hospital
setting (Smiley et al., 2018; US: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020). Within a hospital, nurses
represent the largest clinical staff as well as the highest turnover rate, over 18% across all
nursing specialties, and an increase of 2.8% from 2020 to 2021 (NSI Nursing Solutions, Inc.,
2021).
The effects of nursing turnover are multifactorial and have an impact at both the
individual and organizational levels. High levels of nursing turnover in nursing units can have a
negative effect on individual nurses, who many suffer an increased likelihood of mental health
deterioration (O’Brien-Pallas, Griffin, et al., 2006).
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At an organizational level, high nursing turnover levels are associated with lower levels
of nurse staffing, which are in turn associated with adverse patient outcomes such as poorer pain
control, increased use of restraints, and increased pressure ulcer rates (Aiken et al., 2008; Hayes
et al., 2006, 2012). Additionally, factors that lead to increased turnover may disproportionately
affect both men, representing less than 10% of the overall nursing workforce, and racial
minorities, estimated to be less than 15% of the overall nursing workforce (Borkowski et al.,
2007; Cottingham et al., 2013; Doede, 2017). These types of disparities in turnover thwart efforts
to both diversify and increase the nursing workforce. Moreover, nursing staff retention has
become a compounding workforce factor, as recruitment has been reported as more challenging
in areas with existing staff shortages (Hayes et al., 2012).
Within the hospital environment, insufficient staffing of hospital nurses has been
associated with increased nursing workload, which in turn, leads to poor patient outcomes such
as increased mortality, medication errors, increased hospital readmission rates, and hospitalacquired infections (Aiken et al., 2011; Cimiotti et al., 2012; McHugh et al., 2013; Scott, 2009;
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2017). Few options exist in hospitals facing a
nursing shortage beyond temporary reducing the number of beds that can be used, a decision
with severe financial implications. Offering increased financial incentives to nurses who work
extra hours or shifts is one option, but this action often exacerbates existing problems and leads
to further turnover (Grant, 2016).
Even before the COVID-19 pandemic began affecting the US healthcare system,
inadequate nurse staffing was a patient safety concern. A particular focus has been on high
nursing turnover rates, especially amongst new graduate nurses, which has been a leadership
priority for over a decade (Institute of Medicine, 2004, 2011). Even today, nearly a quarter of
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total nursing turnover can be accounted for by nurses with less than one year of service.
Approximately 18% of newly graduated nurses will leave their profession or role within their
first-year post-graduation, and an additional third of these graduates will join them within the
first two years post-graduation (Lockhart, 2020; NSI Nursing Solutions, Inc., 2021). Considering
the aging workforce, the increased turnover rate in the new graduate nurse population is of
particular concern as the profession will require an influx of new nurses to meet future demand.
In addition to the patient safety and patient satisfaction implications of nursing turnover,
replacing a nurse is an expensive and timely proposition as training, orientation, and the use of
temporary staff to fill a vacant position averaging over $35,000 per nurse (Hatcher et al., 2006).
With an estimated cost of 1.2-1.3 times the nurse annual salary to replace a single nurse, a
change of one percent to the nurse turnover rate can reflect a cost/savings of over $250,000
annually for the average hospital (Kovner et al., 2009; NSI Nursing Solutions, Inc., 2021). This
cost is even more pronounced in specialty areas such as emergency departments and intensive
care units. Beyond the basic financial costs associated with nursing turnover, the downstream
impact on nurse staffing is notable. Unfilled nursing positions increase remaining staff workload,
stress, and burnout levels, all of which may further increase turnover (LeVasseur et al., 2009).
Currently, the average time required to fill a nursing vacancy has increased from 2020 to 2021
and now stands at 89 days, a time frame that is expected to further increase due to COVID-19
concerns (NSI Nursing Solutions, Inc., 2021).
At this juncture, to mitigate the worst effects of the nursing shortage, hospitals must focus
on minimizing nursing turnover in order to retain as many of their existing nursing staff as
possible.
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Amongst hospital nursing specialties, emergency department nurses represent one of the
most significant turnover concerns, with a rate of approximately 20%. For the previous five
years, emergency department (ED) nurses were amongst the three specialties with the highest
turnover rate, with a cumulative turnover rate of over 95% (NSI Nursing Solutions, Inc., 2021).
This rate implies that emergency departments experience an almost total turnover of the nurses
who work there every five years across the United States. This high turnover rate has severe
implications for patients as a shortage of ED nurses has been identified as a contributing factor in
ED crowding, increased waiting times, increased ambulance diversions, and decreased patient
satisfaction (Hoot & Aronsky, 2008; McDermid et al., 2020; Moskop et al., 2009a; Sawatzky &
Enns, 2012).
Although nursing turnover is not a new issue, with concerns recurring for over 50 years
(LeVasseur et al., 2009), research focusing on emergency department nurses' turnover is limited.
Nurses who work in emergency departments face one of the most physically and emotionally
taxing environments in a hospital (Lee et al., 2021), yet little is known about their unique
perspective on turnover. Factors contributing to nursing turnover must be identified to design
appropriate solutions. However, discrepancies exist in understanding the factors that are
important to both nursing retention and nursing turnover between nurse executives and staff
nurses (O’Brien-Pallas, Duffield, et al., 2006). Additionally, not all nursing turnover occurs for
reasons that can be addressed by the employer (Hayes et al., 2012), complicating retention
efforts.
Thus, a clearer understanding of the factors that impact emergency department nurses'
intention to leave their positions is a hospital leadership imperative to focus retention efforts and
ensure safe patient care can be maintained. Although understanding the factors that resulted in
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actual nursing turnover leaving would be ideal, obtaining data from nurses who have left an
organization has historically proven difficult (Unruh & Zhang, 2014). Thus, intention to leave a
position, or turnover intent, has become a proxy for actual nursing turnover due to a strong
correlation between the two (Brewer et al., 2009; Hayes et al., 2006).
The proposed research will be guided by the following question: What is the relative
impact of workplace factors, educational factors, and key demographic variables on nurses'
intention to leave their primary nursing position? Further, is that impact different for emergency
room nurses versus their non-emergency department counterparts?
Nursing literature has measured intention to leave by various terms such as turnover
intent, turnover intention, turnover intentionality, and desire to quit. Intention to leave is utilized
as a proxy measurement for actual nursing turnover as numerous studies have demonstrated a
relationship between nurses’ turnover intention their subsequent turnover (Blake et al., 2013;
Brewer et al., 2009, 2009; Unruh & Zhang, 2014). An operational definition for this study based
on the survey tool used will be presented in chapter three.
Theoretical Framework
This section provides an overview of the philosophical basis of this study and theoretical
frameworks that will be used to analyze and interpret the relative impact of workplace-level,
education-level, and demographic-level factors on nurses' turnover intention. Illustrated figures
representing the theoretical Model used and the relationship of the identified domains to nurses'
turnover intention are presented in Appendix A.
Social constructionism, the philosophical basis of this study, focuses on the impact of
culture and social interaction in creating a shared reality. In the context of hospital-based nurses,
social constructionism implies that relationships with other nurses and healthcare workers (e.g.,
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physicians, supervisors) and the workplace environment influence the nurses' perception of their
work, both on an individual and group basis. Thus, the relationship with one's environment and
the related meanings are developed through interaction with others rather than on an individual
basis (Butts & Rich, 2015; Leeds-Hurwitz, 2009). Nurses are both influenced by, and influence
their work environment; they are affected by their own perceived abilities and are impacted by
power dynamics within the social context of work (Grinspun, 2010; Jamieson, 2004). A failure
to account for the impact of social constructionism in nursing work has been implicated in lower
levels of resilience, professional autonomy, and self-efficacy (Aburn et al., 2020; Morrow et al.,
2016; Trisyani & Windsor, 2019).
Herzberg's Dual-Factor Theory
Dual-factor theory, also known as motivation-hygiene theory and two-factor theory,
proposes that employees view the work environment as separate sets of intrinsic and extrinsic
factors (Herzberg et al., 1959). According to dual-factor theory, when outside factors known as
hygiene factors improve, job dissatisfaction increases. These hygiene factors include working
conditions, relationships with co-workers, rules and policies, supervisor quality, and salary. In
contrast, when intrinsic factors (known as motivational or satisfier factors) increase, job
satisfaction increases. These motivational factors include achievement, recognition,
responsibility, advancement, personal growth, and the nature of the work itself.
Of note, dual-factor theory proposes the factors that lead to job satisfaction and those that
lead to dissatisfaction are intrinsically different; therefore, dissatisfaction and job satisfaction are
not the opposite of each other. Instead, the opposite of satisfaction is no satisfaction, and the
opposite of dissatisfaction is no dissatisfaction. Thus, improving a hygiene factor such as salary
will not increase employee satisfaction. Instead, if hygiene factors are not present or sufficient,
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employees are more likely to be dissatisfied. Similarly, improving a motivational factor such as
recognition may increase intrinsic motivation but will not reduce dissatisfaction if hygiene
factors are not satisfied ("Herzberg’s Motivation-Hygiene Theory,” 2021). This rationale leads to
the main principles of dual-factor theory, improving satisfier factors increases job satisfaction
while improving hygiene factors decreases job dissatisfaction.
A common criticism of Herzberg’s theory is that it does not consider the individuals’
unique perspective or situation (Malik & Naeem, 2013). Thus, other theories which consider
unique characteristics have been added to this theoretical framework.
Dimensions of Nursing Surveillance
Nursing surveillance, alternatively known as nursing assessment, nursing evaluation, or
nursing monitoring, is the primary activity performed by nurses in hospital settings. Nursing
surveillance involves the nurse’s recognition of a patient’s decline in condition, the performance
of which requires knowledge, attention, and responsiveness by the nurse (Dresser, 2012; Institute
of Medicine (US) Committee on the Work Environment for Nurses and Patient Safety, 2004).
Nursing surveillance is differentiated from individual nursing tasks such as the measurement of
vital signs. Nursing surveillance is an ongoing process that requires cognitive and behavioral
processes, such as recognizing a pattern of vital signs and the subsequent actions taken.
Dimensions of nursing surveillance notes that the process of nursing surveillance is influenced
by both intrinsic characteristics of the nurse and extrinsic characteristics of the work
environment. Intrinsic characteristics include nurses’ level of education, as higher levels of
education are associated with increased surveillance. Extrinsic characteristics of the work
environment include elements such as staffing and resources (Kelly & Vincent, 2011).
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On an individual basis, nurses’ levels of education, experience, and competency have
been identified as significant contributors to the quality of surveillance. Higher percentages of
staff with baccalaureate degrees are associated with more favorable patient outcomes (Aiken,
2003; Dresser, 2012; Kelly & Vincent, 2011; Kutney-Lee, Sloane, et al., 2013). Inadequate
nursing surveillance has been associated with workplace factors such as poor nurse-physician
relationships, increased nursing workload, lack of equipment and supplies (Aiken, 2002; Dresser,
2012; Kutney-Lee, Sloane, et al., 2013). The primary consequence seen with inadequate nursing
surveillance is failure-to-rescue, inability to save the life of a hospitalized patient after an adverse
event occurs (Clarke, 2004; Dresser, 2012; Institute of Medicine (US) Committee on the Work
Environment for Nurses and Patient Safety, 2004).
Intersectionality
Intersectionality theory proposes the interdependence of personal characteristics in an
individual’s identity. Although this theory stemmed from the intersection of race and gender in
marginalized groups, the intersectional perspective has expanded to include many different types
of identity (Dess et al., 2018). From an intersectional perspective, characteristics that contribute
to an identity cannot be distilled into individual components; instead, these characteristics are
inseparable in ones’ identity (Bernstein, 2020; Crenshaw, 1989; Dess et al., 2018). The nursing
profession workforce remains over 90% female (Smiley et al., 2018), representing a largely
marginalized group. However, following an intersectional perspective, gender alone would be an
incomplete variable to consider when accounting for individual differences. Instead, the
combination of several demographic factors would yield a more representative picture of group
differences. This perspective holds for nurses from different nursing specialties, such as
emergency department nurses as well. Rather than distill this group into a single characteristic
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for comparison (working in the emergency department), these nurses should be evaluated
through a combination of factors that help comprise their identity.
Method
Utilizing a theoretical framework based on Herzberg’s dual-factory theory, Kelly and
Vincent’s dimensions of nursing surveillance, and Crenshaw’s intersectionality theory, this
research will utilize data from the 2018 National Sample Survey of Registered Nurses to help
predict and explain the relative impact of workplace factors, educational factors, and key
demographic variables on nurses’ intention to leave their primary nursing position.
By identifying the relative impact of various factors on nurses’ turnover intentionality,
this study can facilitate the development of targeted solutions to improve nursing retention.
Ultimately, costs related to recruiting and training replacement nurses could be utilized towards
programs that support nursing retention.
Summary
This chapter presented the scope and significance of nursing turnover as a priority item
within the context of a nursing shortage with a focus on emergency department nurse turnover.
There is limited literature regarding the factors that affect emergency department nursing
turnover. By utilizing a theoretical framework based on dual-factor theory, dimensions of
nursing care, and intersectionality, this dissertation proposes to identify the relative impact of
various workplace, education, and demographic factors on nurses’ turnover intention. These
factors could help guide future research in nurse retention and form the basis of targeted nurse
retention interventions.
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature
This chapter discusses the relevant literature surrounding nursing turnover intention. This
study examines the relative impact of workplace factors, educational factors, and key
demographic variables on emergency department nurses' intention to leave their position. In
Chapter One, a brief overview of the scope and implications of nursing turnover and the relative
impact of workplace-, education-, and key demographic-level domains were developed. This
chapter expands on the information presented in the first chapter and further examines and
grounds the theoretical framework through connection to the extant literature. This chapter
begins with a review of the philosophical basis of the study and the theoretical framework. This
is followed by a general discussion of nursing turnover intention and a focus on emergency
department nurses’ turnover intention as they relate to the identified domains.
Theoretical Framework
This dissertation utilizes a social constructionist philosophical stance to examine the
impact of various workplace, education, and demographic factors on nursing turnover intention.
This stance is operationalized through the use of dual-factor theory, the dimensions of nursing
surveillance theory, and intersectionality theory. A theoretical model (Figure 1) is provided in
the Figures section to illustrate the relationships between the different concepts. The following
section provides a general overview of Herzberg's dual-factor theory, followed by a description
of how this theory applies to nursing turnover intention. Next, the dimensions of nursing
surveillance theory is summarized, and an explanation of how this theory relates to nursing
turnover intention is provided. Finally, a brief overview of intersectionality is provided as it
relates to emergency nurses’ turnover intentionality.
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Social constructionism, the philosophical basis of this study, focuses on the impact of
culture and social interaction in creating a shared reality. In a workplace environment such as a
hospital, the shared reality is influenced by many different types of social interactions across
many different encounters. Thus, not only is the relationship with one's environment and the
related meanings developed through interaction with others rather than individually, but these
meanings are in constant flux (Butts & Rich, 2015; Camargo-Borges & Rasera, 2013; LeedsHurwitz, 2009). As professional identity as a nurse is linked to the personal identity of a nurse
(Öhlén & Segesten, 1998), nurses are both influenced by and influence their work environment.
Nurses are affected by their own perceived abilities and are impacted by power dynamics within
the social context of work, such as interactions with supervisors and physicians (Grinspun, 2010;
Jamieson, 2004). A failure to account for the impact of social constructionism in nursing work
has been implicated in lower levels of resilience, professional autonomy, and self-efficacy
(Aburn et al., 2020; Morrow et al., 2016; Trisyani & Windsor, 2019). In the case of this study,
the nursing unit, the nurse's relationship with their social environment will affect their perception
of their overall work. Social constructionism implies that the workplace environment and work
relationships (with other nurses, healthcare workers, patients, etc.) all influence the nurses'
perception of themselves and their work, both as an individual nurse and a member of a group of
nurses such as emergency department nurses. The professional identity of the nurse develops
through social interaction with those in the same environment. Thus the professional identity of
an emergency department nurse develops through interactions with others in the emergency
department setting and provides a unique shared reality.
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Herzberg's Dual-Factor Theory
Frederick Herzberg’s theory on job enrichment is commonly known as dual-factor
theory. It is alternatively referred to as motivation-hygiene theory, motivator-hygiene theory, and
two-factor theory. Dual-factor theory proposes that employees view the work environment as
separate sets of intrinsic and extrinsic factors (Herzberg et al., 1959). This theory was developed
through pattern identification from responses of nearly 4000 individuals regarding their work
(Schermerhorn, 2008). From these responses, Herzberg theorized that there are two elements to
workplace motivation.
The first element, coined hygiene factors, refers to required elements that must be
present, or present in sufficient quantity, to ensure employee satisfaction but do not by
themselves increase employee motivation. These hygiene factors include working conditions,
relationships with co-workers, rules and policies, supervisor quality, and salary. According to
Herzberg, improving a hygiene factor such as salary would not increase employee satisfaction.
Instead, if the salary were not sufficient or present at all, employees would be more likely to be
dissatisfied (“Herzberg’s Motivation-Hygiene Theory,” 2021).
The second element, coined growth, satisfier, or motivator factors, consists of factors that
Herzberg theorized affect intrinsic motivation. These motivator factors include achievement,
recognition, responsibility, advancement, personal growth, and the nature of the work performed.
Following the theory, when motivator these factors improve, job satisfaction increases. Thus, an
increase in employee recognition would likely result in an increase in overall employee
satisfaction.
Herzberg did not view workplace satisfaction as a continuum in his theory. Instead, he
proposed the factors that lead to job satisfaction and those that lead to job dissatisfaction are
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intrinsically different; therefore, job dissatisfaction and job satisfaction are not the opposite of
each other. Instead, the opposite of job satisfaction is no satisfaction, and the opposite of job
dissatisfaction is no dissatisfaction. This rationale leads to the main principles of dual-factor
theory, improving satisfier factors increases job satisfaction while improving hygiene factors
decreases job dissatisfaction.
Thus, improving a motivator factor such as recognition is likely to increase job
satisfaction, but it would not reduce overall employee dissatisfaction if hygiene factors are not
satisfied ("Herzberg’s Motivation-Hygiene Theory,” 2021). In practicality, this implies that
although increasing a motivating factor might result in a moderately satisfied workforce
becoming a highly satisfied workforce, employee dissatisfaction would likely remain if hygiene
factors were not accounted for. Although not a hierarchical model, Herzberg’s theory suggests
that there is little use in increasing motivating factors if hygiene factors have not already been
addressed. As Herzberg based elements of his theory on the work of Abraham Maslow’s theory
of motivation and needs (Gawel, 1997), it stands to reason that hygiene factors form the basic
needs of employees, which must be met before any improvement can be made.
A simplified explanation of dual-factor theory reimagines hygiene factors as job context
(the work setting) and satisfier factors as job content (the work tasks performed). From this
perspective, poor work context needs to be addressed before job content can be enhanced to
maximize job satisfaction (Schermerhorn, 2008).
Dual-factor theory is concerned with employee productivity as a function of job
satisfaction, but the relationship is unclear from both the theory and studies utilizing the theory.
A common criticism of Herzberg’s theory is that it does not consider the individuals’ unique
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perspective or situation (Malik & Naeem, 2013). Thus, other theories which consider unique
individual characteristics have been added to this theoretical framework.
Herzberg’s dual-factor theory has been utilized in the extant literature multiple times
(Borkowski et al., 2007; Helbing, 2017; Steele-Moses, 2021). These studies and others will be
reviewed later in this literature review.
Dimensions of Nursing Surveillance
Across several landmark studies, Linda Aiken (2002, 2003; 2011) demonstrated that a
10% increase in Bachelor’s-prepared nurses corresponded with a five percent decrease in
hospital mortality. This work was instrumental in establishing the value of increased levels of
nursing education and helped lead to the Institute of Medicine’s recommendation to increase the
number of nurses with a bachelor’s degree to 80% by the year 2020 (Committee on the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation Initiative on the Future of Nursing, at the Institute of Medicine et al.,
2011). An increased number of nurses with a minimum of a bachelor’s degree in nursing is
theorized to decrease the potential for adverse patient events through earlier recognition of
patient deterioration through increased nursing surveillance (Kelly & Vincent, 2011).
Nursing surveillance, alternatively known as nursing assessment, nursing evaluation, or
nursing monitoring, is the primary activity performed by all nurses within a hospital setting.
Nursing surveillance, a multi-dimensional construct, primarily involves the nurse’s recognition
of and subsequent actions taken when a patient’s clinical condition changes. The performance of
this activity requires knowledge, attention, and responsiveness by the nurse (Dresser, 2012;
Institute of Medicine (US) Committee on the Work Environment for Nurses and Patient Safety,
2004). Nursing surveillance is differentiated from individual nursing tasks such as the
measurement of vital signs. It is an ongoing process that requires cognitive and behavioral
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processes, such as recognizing a pattern of vital signs and the subsequent actions taken to address
any problematic readings. The surveillance process is contingent on several factors, such as the
ability of the nurse to monitor the patient’s clinical status and the frequency and timing of this
monitoring (Kelly & Vincent, 2011).
Dimensions of nursing surveillance notes that the process of nursing surveillance is
influenced by both the intrinsic characteristics of the nurse and extrinsic characteristics of the
nursing work environment. Intrinsic characteristics include nurses’ level of education, as higher
levels of education are associated with increased surveillance. Extrinsic characteristics of the
work environment include elements such as staffing and resources (Kelly & Vincent, 2011).
Although adjusting staffing through modification of nurse to patient ratios has had variable
effects on patient mortality that are linked to the overall quality of the work environment, an
increase in Bachelor’s-prepared nurses has been linked with improved nursing surveillance
regardless of the work environment (Aiken et al., 2008).
On an individual basis, in addition to nurses’ level of education, both overall nursing
experience, and nursing competency, the ability to gather the appropriate resources/personnel to
assist as needed, as well as physiologic factors such as fatigue, have been identified as significant
contributory factors to the quality of surveillance. Often nurses need to identify patterns in
limited or incomplete data to help recognize physiological decline. Intuition gleaned from
experience, prior education, and the ability to link these to an appropriate course of action are
critical elements to early recognition of a patient problem in the nursing surveillance process
(Kelly & Vincent, 2011).
Work environment factors associated with inadequate nursing surveillance include poor
nurse-physician relationships, increased nursing workload (primary nurse to patient staffing),
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lack of equipment and supplies (Aiken, 2002; Dresser, 2012; Kutney-Lee, Sloane, et al., 2013).
The primary consequence seen with inadequate nursing surveillance is failure-to-rescue, the lack
of recognition of or response to an adverse event followed by the inability to prevent a poor
outcome in a hospitalized patient (Clarke, 2004; Dresser, 2012; Institute of Medicine (US)
Committee on the Work Environment for Nurses and Patient Safety, 2004). Failure to rescue has
been linked with high levels of moral distress, burnout, and nursing turnover (Karakachian &
Colbert, 2019).
Intersectionality
Although the concept of the anticategorical nature of an individual’s identity had been
described in the literature for many years due to the socially constructed nature of many
categories such as gender, identity, and social location (L. McCall, 2005), Kimberle Crenshaw is
credited with expanding the concept and naming this phenomenon intersectionality (Colfer et al.,
2018; L. McCall, 2005).
Intersectionality theory proposes the interdependence of personal characteristics in an
individual’s identity. Although this theory stemmed from the combination or intersection of race
and gender in marginalized groups, the concept of intersectionality has expanded to include
many different types of identity (Dess et al., 2018). From an intersectional perspective,
characteristics that contribute to an identity cannot be distilled into individual components;
instead, these characteristics are inseparable in ones’ identity (Bernstein, 2020; Crenshaw, 1989;
Dess et al., 2018).
From a research perspective, intersectionality implies that attempting to statistically
control for basic demographic characteristics such as race and gender does not capture the
experience of groups of people whose identity cannot be so easily distilled (Colfer et al., 2018).
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The nursing profession workforce remains over 90% female (Smiley et al., 2018), representing a
largely marginalized group. However, following an intersectional perspective, gender alone
would be an incomplete variable to consider when accounting for individual differences. Instead,
the combination of several demographic factors would yield a more representative picture of
group differences. This perspective holds for nurses from different nursing specialties, such as
emergency department nurses as well. Rather than distill the emergency nurse group into a single
characteristic for comparison by creating a variable to represent working in the emergency
department, an intersectional perspective requires that these nurses should be evaluated as a
unique social group through a combination of factors that help comprise their identity.
Within the nursing profession, intersectional approaches and analyses have seen
increasing usage. Intersectionality has been used as a framework for understanding the social
constructs of race and gender and how these act as barriers to some nurses accessing formal
leadership roles (Aspinall et al., 2021). Intersectionality has also been utilized as a part of a
feminist framework in understanding the confluence of race, immigrant status, and language in
African women entering the nursing profession in the United States (Semu, 2020).
During the care of patients, there is an inherent power dynamic between nurse and
patient. An intersectional approach has been recommended for nurses when attempting to
integrate the knowledge of inherent privilege and oppression into the practice of nursing, nursing
leadership, and the identity of a nurse (Aspinall et al., 2019; Herk et al., 2011).
Literature review
The following section describes the search strategy utilized and the literature supporting
each of the domains analyzed, the work environment domain, the education domain, and the key
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demographics domain. The section is concluded with a review of the literature regarding
emergency nurse turnover intention.
Literature Search Strategy
For this literature review section of this dissertation, only primary source material such as
books, published dissertations, research articles and reports, and concept analyses. Sources were
excluded from this review if the primary group studied was not registered nurses, if the source
was not primary (e.g., editorials or discussion papers), if the study was not conducted in the
United States, and if the study did not answer the research question.
Electronic database searches were conducted using CINAHL Complete, Medline
Complete, ScienceDirect, and ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global. All sources published
between January 2003 and August 2021 were included in the search. This study period was
selected as it was the publication of Aiken’s (2002) seminal work linking increased levels of
BSN-prepared nurses with lower mortality levels as early as 2011 (Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services, 2014). Multiple search terms related to nursing retention, nursing turnover,
and turnover intentionality were utilized to maximize the search results. The search limiters
utilized included English language and United States studies. All retrieved materials were first
screened for inclusion criteria by title. If the material could not be included or excluded simply
by title, the abstract was then read. If the abstract met the inclusion criteria, the full text of the
source was obtained.
Work Environment Domain
This section reviews the literature contributing to the formation of the work environment
domain which was created for this study. The work environment domain is comprised of the
following concepts from Herzberg’s hygiene factors: Stressful work environment; lack of good
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management or leadership; lack of collaboration/communication between health care
professionals; interpersonal differences with colleagues or supervisors; inadequate staffing;
career advancement/promotion. The following concepts from Herzberg’s motivator factors
complete the domain: Lack of advancement opportunities, school/educational program, practice
limitations, and career change.
Stressful work environment. The nursing work environment is a modifiable aspect of
any organization that employs nurses and has been linked to employee satisfaction, patient
outcomes, and intention to leave (Aiken et al., 2011; Al Zamel et al., 2020; Kutney-Lee, Wu, et
al., 2013). Although the elements that create a stressful work environment for nurses are
ambiguous in current literature, multiple studies link improved nursing work environment to
lower nursing turnover intention (Brewer et al., 2009; Stone et al., 2007). A positive work
environment is linked to a lower turnover rate in nurses, but most notably in newly-licensed
nurses, a group with a high turnover rate overall (Unruh & Zhang, 2014). An integrative review
examining factors affecting nursing turnover intention and comprising 37 studies across various
geographic regions identified several factors of the work environment as associated with higher
intention to leave a nursing position. The factors most associated with nurses’ intention to leave
were poor leadership, relationships with colleagues, and burnout due to stress (Al Zamel et al.,
2020).
Lack of good management or leadership. The quality of nursing leadership is a concept
that is commonly linked with nursing satisfaction and retention. (Lynn & Redman, 2005; Marufu
et al., 2021). One identified reason associated with nurses leaving their current positions is to
find better nursing leadership (Ritter, 2011). In one study, nurses (n=151) who perceived their
leadership to be supportive of their needs were 1.78 times more likely to remain in their current
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positions than nurses who did not identify their nursing administrators as supportive (SteeleMoses, 2021). A similar result was seen in a study of 415 Pediatric Intensive Care Unit nurses, as
when stronger nursing leadership was perceived, lower turnover intentionality was reported
(Blake et al., 2013).
Supportive nursing leadership is often viewed in nursing literature as various nursing
leadership styles that facilitate staff empowerment such as the transformational leadership style
espoused by the American Nurse Credentialing Center’s Magnet Recognition Program (Baker,
2016; Schermerhorn, 2008). However, emotionally intelligent leadership practices such as the
recognition and support of the nurses’ emotional work with patients are also key.
In the nursing field, the intensity of emotional labor, when nurses must suppress their
own emotional reactions to bring about a therapeutic response in a patient, can add to the stress
and the erosion of emotional well-being of nurses. Although emotional suppression can be
challenging when the outcome is therapeutic for the patient, the experience can be rewarding for
the nurse (Theodosius, 2008). Nursing leaders can affect both the intensity and the overall impact
of the emotional labor on the nursing staff. Management/leadership practices that support
opportunities to discuss and process emotional labor that offer positive feedback and skill
development are supportive. Conversely, poor management/leadership practices wherein nurses
are not given the opportunity to process their emotional labor add an additional emotional
burden, resulting in the potential for increased nurse turnover (DiCicco-Bloom & DiCiccoBloom, 2019).
Lack of collaboration/communication between health care professionals. Adequate
communication between health care professionals is essential to nursing surveillance. Without
sufficient communication to enhance information sharing and the ability to communicate subtle
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changes in patient condition easily, nursing surveillance is decreased (Dresser, 2012). Although
communication and collaboration have been associated with higher nursing retention, this may
vary by work setting. One study of 415 Pediatric Intensive Care nurses found no statistically
significant link between these factors and nurses’ intention to leave (Blake et al., 2013).
Interpersonal differences with colleagues or supervisors. Poor relationships between
nurses and other healthcare personnel such as physicians or supervisors are among the most
common causes of nursing turnover (Becker’s Hospital Review, 2013). This type of conflict can
occur at any level of the organization, but when seen on an individual nursing unit level, it may
result from poorly trained nursing leaders. Workplace elements such as participatory governance
and transformational leadership styles have been implicated in minimizing these differences. In
units with low levels of autonomy, turnover intention is influenced by poor relationships with
both co-workers and supervisors (Hayes et al., 2012).
Inadequate staffing. Inadequate staffing has been linked to increased levels of nursing
turnover intentionality in multiple studies (Blake et al., 2013; Hayes et al., 2006, 2012; Lynn &
Redman, 2005; Marufu et al., 2021). Inadequate staffing is a concept wherein the existing
staffing resources are not sufficient for the patients on the nursing unit. Further indications that
staffing issues should be viewed from the nursing unit level can be found in an eight-state study
of factors related to nursing turnover. In this study (n=877), satisfaction with nursing workload
was a negative predictor of intention to leave current position, but not a significant predictor of
leaving the profession entirely (Lynn & Redman, 2005).
Although insufficient nurse to patient ratios have often been cited as one of the most
significant predictors of decreasing nurse satisfaction and turnover intentionality (Blake et al.,
2013; Brewer et al., 2009; NSI Nursing Solutions, Inc., 2021), the overall level of patient acuity
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may be even more critical factor in the perception of inadequate staffing than the ratio (SteeleMoses, 2021).
Career advancement/promotion. Career advancement is a frequently cited reason for
nurses to leave their positions in retrospective studies of nursing turnover (Hayes et al., 2006;
LeVasseur et al., 2009). Career advancement or promotion was the second most cited reason for
leaving a position in one study of nurse turnover (n= 3,015) in Hawaii (LeVasseur et al., 2009).
Generation differences were seen in this study, as Millennials and Generation X nurses were
more likely to leave for promotional reasons than Baby Boomers and Veterans.
Lack of advancement opportunities. A systematic review of the factors influencing
hospital nurse retention indicated that one of the frequently cited barriers to nurse retention was
educational and promotional opportunities (Marufu et al., 2021). This review included 46
studies across 14 countries, with 12 studies performed in the United States. Lack of promotional
opportunities was also seen as a factor that increased nursing turnover intentionality in a
multistate analysis (n= 1907) of predictors of nurses' work intentionality (Brewer et al., 2009).
School/educational program. As higher levels of education have been linked to an
increased turnover intention (Brewer et al., 2009; Lynn & Redman, 2005) and increased
intention to leave the profession overall (Nooney et al., 2010), the role of school in turnover
nursing intention is a variable of interest. In a systematic review of nursing turnover intention,
pursuing further education was associated with increased turnover intentionality in Baby
Boomers and Gen X nurses (Hayes et al., 2012).
Practice limitations. Practice limitations derives from the 2018 NSSRN survey response
“inability to practice at the full extent of my license.” These types of practice limitations have
been associated with increased turnover intention based upon the nurses’ perceived difficulty in
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providing quality patient care (Unruh & Zhang, 2014). One study of 151 nurses in Louisiana
(Steele-Moses, 2021) demonstrated that nurses who were satisfied with their roles were nearly
four times as likely to remain in their current roles than to leave. Practice limitations can also be
viewed as a lack of nursing empowerment, a factor that has been seen in multiple studies as
increasing nursing turnover intent (Hayes et al., 2012). Increased nursing autonomy in the form
of policy influence, autonomous decision-making, and skill utilization has been linked to
decreased turnover intentionality (Hayes et al., 2012).
Career change. Citing data from the 2004 NSSRN, Nooney et al. (2010) noted that an
estimated two-thirds of total nursing attrition occurs for reasons other than retirement. Career
change was identified as one of the most common reasons for non-retirement attrition, with
nearly half (49.5%) of the sample population leaving for personal career reasons. Factors that
increase the likelihood of attrition related to career change include many of the other variables in
this dissertation, such as male gender, advanced education, and younger age.
Education Domain
Within the education domain, two key concepts were considered. The first concept was
the elements contributing to the initial education of the nurses. The second concept was the
presence of and scope of continuing formal education for the nurses. The following variables
were utilized for the education-level domain: RN program graduation year; type of first nursing
degree; graduated from foreign or US nursing program; additional degree earned after obtaining
RN license; highest degree in nursing/nursing-related field attained; current enrollment in an
educational program for an academic degree or certificate
First nursing degree type. Although higher education has been associated with
increased nursing turnover intentionality, it has been suggested that the age of the nurse may be a
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confounding variable (Brewer et al., 2009). Thus, the first nursing degree type is a variable of
interest that may be useful in examining the effect of higher education in isolation. Amongst
new graduate registered nurses (n= 1406), a first nursing degree type of bachelors corresponded
with a statistically significant increase in turnover intentionality compared to nurses with a
diploma, master’s degree, or doctoral degree (Kovner et al., 2009).
International graduate. A qualitative study of the experience of discrimination of USand international-educated nurses revealed that all nurses experienced discrimination, but
international-educated nurses experienced more overt discrimination (Wheeler et al., 2014). This
may represent a reason that further literature, though scant, indicates higher turnover
intentionality amongst international nursing graduates.
In an analysis of previous NSSRN surveys limited to the New York City area,
international graduates were found to be more likely than US graduates to be employed in direct
patient care and less also likely to leave their hospital-based positions. (Rosenfeld & Adams,
2008). Asian foreign-educated nurses were noted to have a higher turnover rate at both the unit
and organizational level in a study (n=201) of the predictors of turnover in this group (Geun et
al., 2018).
Earned additional degree. Overall education level has been identified as a factor
influencing nurses’ intention to leave their current position (Lynn & Redman, 2005). More
specifically, nurses with bachelor’s degrees and above have greater turnover intention than
nurses with associate's degrees or nursing diplomas (Brewer et al., 2009). Additionally, higher
levels of education are noted to increase the likelihood of nurses leaving their role as nurses for
other professions (Nooney et al., 2010).
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Highest degree attained. In an analysis of earlier NSSRN surveys, it was noted that
nurses with advanced degrees (Masters or doctorate level) are more likely to be employed in
non-hospital settings. Nurses with a bachelor’s degree or lower are nearly twice as likely to
work in a hospital environment than their counterparts with advanced degrees (Rosenfeld &
Adams, 2008). Data from the 2004 NSSRN has linked nurses possessing a Master’s degree or
higher with increased turnover intention (Nooney et al., 2010). In a systematic review of nursing
turnover, Hayes (2012) notes that although several studies found no statistically significant
association between nursing turnover intentionality and education level, many others have found
that higher levels of education are associated with increased turnover intention.
Current enrollment. Holding a bachelor’s degree or higher with current enrollment in
school independently predicted nursing turnover intention in one study (n=424) of a health
system in Pennsylvania (DiMattio & Spegman, 2019). This study also found that nurses with 11
or more years of nursing experience had decreased turnover intentionality (OR=2.26). This
finding is similar to a study of nurses’ intention to stay versus their intention to leave (n=1348)
which found higher educational levels of a bachelor’s degree or master’s degree increased
turnover intentionality (Brewer et al., 2009). In the latter study, however, higher levels of
education were independently associated with turnover intention, even without enrollment in an
educational program. A systematic review of nursing turnover indicated that nurses who were
enrolled in an education program were less likely to leave their positions than their non-enrolled
counterparts (Hayes et al., 2012).
Key Demographics Domain
The variables that were utilized for the key demographics-level domain were: Gender,
age; race/ethnicity; marital status and children; household income.
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Gender. The glass escalator, a term introduced by Christine Williams (1992) describes
relative advantages males in female-dominated professions, including nursing, have over their
female counterparts in male-dominated professions. Within nursing, White men are often
welcome into the profession and promoted quickly, whereas Black male nurses do not share in
these advantages. However, the impact of the glass escalator is challenging to account for in the
literature on nursing turnover, as male nurses seem to have higher turnover intention than their
female counterparts.
A study (n=3995) on the effect of Vermont nurses’ perception of health and safety on
their intention to leave revealed statistically significant differences in turnover intentionality for
both age and gender with mediating relationships between the two variables. Amongst the
younger (>55) group of nurses studied, men were more likely to want to leave their positions,
and overall turnover intentionality decreased with age. In the older group, increasing age
positively predicted turnover intentionality, but no differences were seen by gender (Palumbo
MV et al., 2010). Intent to leave the profession, rather than turnover intentionality, was studied in
a group of 284 nurses in Florida. Results indicated that males have greater intention to leave the
nursing profession than their female counterparts (Borkowski et al., 2007). A survival analysis
using the 2004 NSSRN further demonstrated that male nurses had increased turnover intention
compared to their female counterparts (Nooney et al., 2010).
Age. Older nurses with more years of experience are more likely to stay in their current
roles compared to their younger nursing counterparts, who were more likely to be dissatisfied
and leave their positions within two years of hire (Hayes et al., 2006; Steele-Moses, 2021; Unruh
& Zhang, 2014). A similar finding was noted in an analysis of nursing turnover intent in a
Midwestern hospital system where millennials, the youngest group studied, were the only age
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group with statistically significant increased turnover intentionality (Cottingham et al., 2013).
Age, as well as female gender, and burnout were associated with higher intention to leave in Al
Zamel’s (2020) integrative review of turnover intentionality. However, this review noted
inconsistent correlations between nurses’ age and turnover intention. This inconsistency
contributes to the limited generalizability of the study, as the relationship of age and turnover
intention was uneven across geographic regions. Age was also found to influence turnover
intentionality in a secondary analysis (n=44,082) of the 2018 Annual Nurse Survey. In this study,
compared to the reference group of millennials, nurses of generation X and baby boomer
generations had lower turnover intentionality (OR=0.825 and 0.891, respectively). In contrast,
the silent generation nurses had significantly higher (OR=2.082) intentionality (Koehler & Olds,
2021).
Race/ethnicity. Various studies have demonstrated that race can influence both nurse
satisfaction and nursing turnover. In a study of over 3000 newly licensed nurses in Florida, a
statistically significant predictor of turnover was White race when compared to all other races
(Unruh & Zhang, 2014). An analysis of newly licensed registered nurses (n= 1406) demonstrated
that a race of Asian or Other, corresponded with lower work satisfaction, although this did not
correspond with a statistically significant increase in turnover intentionality for these nurses
(Kovner et al., 2009). In a study on the effect of manager exclusion on nurse turnover intention
(n=762) in one Midwest hospital system, it was noted that nurses of color had a statistically
significant higher intention to leave than their White counterparts despite not experiencing higher
levels of managerial exclusion (Cottingham et al., 2013). The opposite outcome was seen in a
study of Florida nurses (n= 284) wherein White-non-Hispanic nurses had higher intention to
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leave (albeit the profession of nursing rather than their position) than their counterparts of any
other race/ethnicity (Borkowski et al., 2007).
Marital status and children. Nurses with younger children and those with more children
living at home have been associated with lower turnover intentionality (Hayes et al., 2006;
Unruh & Zhang, 2014). In a secondary data analysis of the 2000 NSSRN, it was noted that
married nurses had increased turnover intentionality compared to their non-married counterparts,
and the presence of children under six years old at home further increases turnover intentionality
(Brewer et al., 2006). However, in a systematic review of nursing turnover, single nurses,
especially those with no children, were found to have the highest levels of turnover intentionality
(Hayes et al., 2012).
Household income. The impact of nurses’ income on retention is complex as pay
increases have shown minimal effect on nursing turnover (Hayes et al., 2012). Literature
suggests that as nursing wages increase, nurses may work less, as their income stays constant
while they work fewer hours (Brewer et al., 2009). Thus, total household income rather than just
the nurses’ income was selected as a variable of interest. Overall pay rate was the second
strongest predictor of nursing retention in one study of nursing turnover in Louisiana (SteeleMoses, 2021). The facility utilized for the study performed an annual market analysis and
adjusted nursing compensation based upon this analysis, likely leading to more competitive
wages. An additional mitigating factor in the interpretation of this study is that nurses in the
facility studied who were employed before 2006 are enrolled in a pension plan, which is a
relative rarity in the industry.
Financial status was one of the predictors of nursing turnover in a study of the influences
on nursing turnover intention conducted across eight states (n=787). Nurses with larger families
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and those who were the sole provider for their families were less likely to have an intention to
leave their positions and less likely to leave nursing altogether (Lynn & Redman, 2005).
Emergency Department Nurse Turnover Intention
Literature specifically relating to ED nurse turnover intention is sparse. ED nurses have
been noted to have a more stressful work environment due to crowding and patient boarding, and
rapid patient turnaround time. High-acuity patients, higher nurse-to-patient ratios, threats of
violence, and life-and-death patient scenarios all add to the stressful work environment (Hooper
et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2021). Most of the literature on ED nurse turnover examines ED nurses’
job satisfaction/dissatisfaction or work engagement, both factors associated with greater turnover
intention (Sawatzky & Enns, 2012).
A study of ED nurse job satisfaction (n=89) using Herzberg’s dual-factor theory as a
theoretical framework found an inverse relationship between job satisfaction and higher levels of
education and higher job satisfaction amongst younger and middle-aged nurses compared with
their older co-workers (Helbing, 2017). This study was limited by the small sample size and
selection bias as enrollment was only available online, and advertisements for enrollment were
done strictly through social media channels.
Identifying both job dissatisfaction and burnout as precursors to nursing turnover, Hooper
et al. (2010) noted no statistically significant differences in the measured levels of compassion
fatigue and burnout between ED nurses and nurses from other hospital-based specialties (n=109).
Although this study was limited by the utilization of a single site and small sample size, results
indicate that the nature of nursing work in the ED may not be a significant factor in the higher
turnover rate of ED nurses compared to other specialties. Of note, the ED nursing group, in
comparison to the other groups, had statistically significant lower levels of compassions
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satisfaction, the positive aspect of caring that minimizes the negative aspects of working with
acutely ill or injured patients.
In a systematic review (20 studies) of factors contributing to ED nurse turnover, overall
work environment, workplace violence, and critical workplace incidents such as traumatic events
all contributed to high turnover rates. Factors related to the work environment included staffing
issues, heavy workload, and ED crowding. The authors indicate that although the high turnover
rate of nurses has been identified in the literature, a gap exists in identifying contributory factors
(McDermid et al., 2020). This review included research from various geographic locations, thus
limiting the generalizability to US emergency departments.
Work environment factors such as management, professional practice, staffing, and
physician collaboration were all cited as predictors of ED nurse turnover in a study (n=261)
utilizing a previously unused mediating Model, the Conceptual Framework for Predicting Nurse
Retention (Sawatzky & Enns, 2012).
Summary
This chapter presented the literature regarding nurse turnover guided by the theoretical
framework selected. Previous literature has noted the effect of various workplace factors on
turnover intentionality. The impact of nurses’ education on their intention to leave is not well
studied, nor is the relative impact on the combination of various key demographics. Although
emergency department nursing turnover is a well-known phenomenon, a literature gap exists
regarding the contributory factors.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
This chapter introduces the methods and design of this study. The dataset analyzed in
answering the research question will be presented. The sample utilized, the independent variable,
and the dependent variables are defined, and the analytical plan is detailed. The final section of
the chapter describes how the analysis was linked to the theoretical constructs.
Utilizing data from the 2018 National Sample Survey of Registered Nurses (NSSRN),
this dissertation addresses the following research question: What is the relative impact of
workplace factors, educational factors, and key demographic variables on nurses' intention to
leave their primary nursing position? Further, is that impact different for emergency room
nurses versus their non-emergency department counterparts?
The data from the NSSRN was analyzed in four distinct phases. First, univariate statistics
were obtained, and descriptive statistics of each variable were explored. Second, bivariate
statistics were obtained to ascertain the empirical relationships between independent and
dependent variables. Third, a Pearson’s correlation was performed to determine the presence of
a pairwise relationship between the two continuous variables, while variance inflation factors
were analyzed to determine the presence of any multicollinearity in the categorical independent
variables- Finally, the fourth stage consisted of utilizing nine bivariate logistic regression Models
to test where workplace-level variables, education variables, and key demographic variables
could explain variance in the overall turnover intention for hospital-based nurses. Logistic
regression analyses were performed for the entire 2018 NSSRN sample of hospital-based nurses
(Model I through Model III), non-emergency department nurses (Model IV through Model VI),
and finally for emergency department nurses (Model VII though Model IX).
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The following section describes the rationale for utilizing the selected data set. The data
collection procedures follow this. Subsequently, a discussion of the analytic samples and the
selected independent and dependent variables is presented, along with a description of the
analytical strategy utilized to answer the research question.
Dataset
The Health Resources and Services Administration’s (HRSA) National Sample Survey of
Registered Nurses (NSSRN) is a periodic survey that has been conducted since 1977. The latest
survey data was published in 2018 and represents a sample of over 50,000 nurses from all over
the United States with a response rate of approximately 50%. 2018 marked the first time the
survey could be completed online rather than by postal mail. The purpose of the survey is to
provide information on the characteristics of nurses in the US workforce (Stewart, 2018). The
2018 NSSRN survey includes responses that detail demographic information, nursing education,
and training, income, current and previous workforce participation. Although the 2018 survey
was expanded to include advanced-practice nurses, the sample utilized for this dissertation
consisted of only registered nurses as they represented the population of interest.
This dataset was chosen due to the match between the purpose of this dissertation and the
questions asked in the survey. Due to this match, there is sufficient alignment between the
theoretical concepts, related variables, and survey questions to answer the research question. As
the NSSRN survey is performed periodically, surveys from prior years can be treated as
longitudinal data, allowing future researchers to analyze how any findings from this study may
change over time. This dissertation utilizes the most recent (2018) survey data to explore the
theoretical framework-driven factors affecting nurses’ intention to leave their primary nursing
position.
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The public-use data file for this data set was retrieved from the following website:
https://data.hrsa.gov/topics/health-workforce/nursing-workforce-survey-data. This site provides
documentation, including the survey codebook, survey tool, public use crosswalk, and the survey
data in ASCII, SAS, and STATA formats. A restricted data access file is also available, which
provides an expanded layer of geographic-level data; however, this was not utilized as it was
judged as unnecessary to answer the research question. The SAS dataset was initially
downloaded, and SAS was used to open the data set and export the data into an SPSS-compatible
format for ease of analysis. SPSS version 22 was used for all further data analysis and
management.
Analytic Sample
This section describes the dependent variable, domains, key concepts, variables, and
questions that were selected for the study. First, the dependent variable, intention to leave, is
defined. Secondly, the workplace-level domain is defined along with the key concepts of hygiene
and motivational factors. Next, the education-level domain is defined along with the key
concepts of initial education and the concept of continuing formal education. Finally, the keydemographic level domain is defined along with the key concepts of age, race/ethnicity, marital
status and children, and household income. A listing of the potential variables that will be used to
measure concepts for this study is included in Appendix F.
Operational Definitions
Hospital-based nurses- As defined in the 2018 NSSRN variable B13 definition. This
includes Critical Access Hospitals, inpatient units, emergency departments, hospital-sponsored
ambulatory care units, hospital nursing home units, and hospital administration. The composite
variable PN_HOSPSET from the public codebook was used to identify and select this sample.
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Measures
This dissertation used data from the 2018 National Sample Survey of Registered Nurses
to examine the relative impact of workplace factors, educational factors, and key demographic
variables on the dependent variable, emergency department nurses' intention to leave their
position. Nine hierarchical logistic regression Models were utilized to examine the relative
impact of these variables on nurses’ intention to leave. The sample of hospital-based nurses is
later stratified by primary work area, first by non-emergency department nurses, and finally by
emergency department nurses. All variables utilized in this dissertation are derived from the
2018 NSSRN public use crosswalk. Some variables were utilized in their original published
form, whereas others were recoded for analysis using SPSS version 22 software. All recoded
variables were recoded and renamed as new variables non-destructively to preserve the original
variable data. The following sections delineate how the variables were utilized in this
dissertation.
Dependent Variable: Intention to Leave
The dependent variable utilized for this study was hospital-based nurses’ intention to
leave their primary nursing role. This variable represented the respondents’ stated consideration
of leaving their current primary nursing position during the year before survey completion. The
dependent variable included only hospital-based nurses who had remained in their primary
nursing role for at least one year prior to survey completion. Measurement in the NSSRN survey
was binary utilizing “yes” or “no” and coded as “1” or “2,” respectively. This variable was
recoded into a new variable, INTEND_TO_LEAVE, with 0 = no and 1 = yes.
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Independent Variables
Twenty-one independent variables were initially selected for this study. These consisted
of 19 nominal and ordinal variables and two continuous variables. Dichotomous variables were
all recoded from the NSSRN survey default to 0=no and 1=yes. Where possible, ordinal
variables were treated as continuous to minimize the loss of variance. When it was not possible
to treat ordinal variables as continuous, dummy variables were created.
Independent variables were grouped into three domains. Domain One consisted of
workplace-level variables the respondent indicated as a contributory reason to leave their
position. Domain Two consisted of education-level variables: year of initial graduation from RN
program, type of first nursing degree, graduated from US-based or international program,
obtained an additional degree after obtaining RN license, highest degree attained in
nursing/nursing-related field, and current enrollment in an education program for an academic
degree or certificate. Domain Three consisted of key-demographic factors: Age of the nurse,
race/ethnicity, marital status and children, and household income.
Workplace-Level Domain
The workplace-level domain was constructed using two concepts from dual-factor theory,
hygiene factors, and motivational factors.
Hygiene factors are those elements that must be addressed in the workplace to avoid
employee dissatisfaction (Herzberg et al., 1959). The following variables were used for
workplace factors: Stressful work environment; lack of good management or leadership; lack of
collaboration/communication between health care professionals; interpersonal differences with
colleagues or supervisors; inadequate staffing.
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Motivational factors are those elements that, when improved, can lead to increased
employee satisfaction (Herzberg et al., 1959). The following variables were used for
motivational factors: Career advancement/promotion, lack of advancement opportunities;
enrollment in a school/educational program; inability to practice to the full extent of professional
license, career change.
There were ten variables in the workplace-level domain. All these variables were a binary
response category indicating whether each was a factor in the nurses’ reason to leave their
position. Selecting a response for the survey question indicated “yes” and not selecting a
response indicated “no” and were coded as “1” or “2” in the NSSRN survey, respectively. Thus,
all variables in this domain could only be analyzed if a nurse indicated that they had considered
leaving their primary nursing role within the prior year (dependent variable), as an answer of no
resulted in a legitimate skip in the survey. Each of the variables in this domain was recoded as
0=no and 1=yes and renamed as described below.
Reasons to leave- stressful work environment) was recoded from RE_LVE_STRSSWE to
STRESSFUL_WE. Previous studies have explored the impact of a stressful work environment
on nursing turnover intention (Al Zamel et al., 2020; Brewer et al., 2009; Kutney-Lee, Wu, et al.,
2013; Stone et al., 2007; Unruh & Zhang, 2014). However, there is a general lack of literature on
how a stressful work environment affects ED nurse turnover intention. Given the previous
research in this area, a stressful work environment is expected to increase nurses’ intention to
leave.
Reasons to leave- lack of good management or leadership) was recoded from
RE_LVE_GDMNG to POOR_MANAGEMENT. The relationship between nursing leadership
and nursing turnover has been studied extensively (Lynn & Redman, 2005; Marufu et al., 2021;
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Ritter, 2011; Steele-Moses, 2021). However, there is a dearth of literature pertaining to the
relationship between nursing leadership and ED nurse turnover. Based on prior studies, lack of
good management or leadership is expected to increase nurses’ intention to leave.
Lack of collaboration/communication between healthcare professionals was recoded from
RE_LVE_COLLAB to LACK_COLLABORATION. Although prior literature has linked
increased communication and collaboration to increased nurse retention, this relationship is
inconsistent across different settings (Blake et al., 2013; Dresser, 2012). Additionally, a literature
gap exists regarding the relationship between communication between healthcare professionals
and ED nurse turnover intention. Based on prior studies, lack of collaboration/communication
between healthcare professionals is expected to increase nurses’ intention to leave.
Reasons to leave – interpersonal differences with colleagues or supervisors was recoded
from [RE_LVE_INTERP] to INTERPERSONAL_DIFFERENCES. Poor relationships with
colleagues is a variable that has been identified as affecting nurse turnover (Becker’s Hospital
Review, 2013; Hayes et al., 2012). However, the relationship between poor relationships with
colleagues and supervisors and ED nurse turnover is not well-documented in the literature. Based
on prior studies, interpersonal differences with colleagues or supervisors are expected to increase
nurses’ intention to leave.
Reasons to leave - inadequate staffing was recoded from RE_LVE_INSTAFF to
INADEQUATESTAFFING. Numerous studies have linked insufficient staffing to increased
nursing turnover intentionality (Blake et al., 2013; Hayes et al., 2006, 2012; Lynn & Redman,
2005; Marufu et al., 2021). However, few studies have examined the relationship between
staffing and ED nurses’ turnover intentionality. Based on prior research, inadequate staffing is
expected to increase nurses’ intention to leave.
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Reasons to leave - career advancement/promotion was recoded from
RE_LVE_CARADV to CAREERADVANCEMENT. Career advancement has been cited in the
literature as a factor affecting nursing turnover (Hayes et al., 2006; LeVasseur et al., 2009).
However, a lack of literature exists examining the relationship between promotion and career
advancement in ED nurses. Based on prior studies, career advancement is expected to increase
nurses’ intention to leave.
Reasons to leave - lack of advancement opportunities was recoded from
RE_LVE_ADVOPP to NOADVANCEMENT. Previous literature has identified a lack of
promotional opportunities as impacting influencing nurse retention (Brewer et al., 2009; Marufu
et al., 2021). However, a dearth of literature exists surrounding the lack of advancement
opportunities and ED nurse turnover intention. Based on prior studies, lack of advancement
opportunities is expected to increase nurses’ intention to leave.
Reasons to leave - school/educational program was recoded from RE_LVE_EDUC to
EDUCATIONALPROGRAM. Both having higher levels of education and pursuing further
education have been linked to nursing turnover (Brewer et al., 2009; Hayes et al., 2012; Lynn &
Redman, 2005; Nooney et al., 2010). However, a literature gap exists surrounding
school/education and ED nurse turnover intention. The variable school/educational program is
expected to increase nurses’ intention to leave based on the existing literature.
Reasons to leave - inability to practice to the full extent of your license was recoded from
RE_LVE_INAB to PRACTICELIMITATIONS. Previous studies have noted factors associated
with the inability to practice to the extent of one’s license in conjunction with nursing turnover
intention (Hayes et al., 2012; Steele-Moses, 2021; Unruh & Zhang, 2014). However, a paucity of
research exists examining the relationship between nursing practice limitations and ED nurse
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turnover intention. Based upon prior literature, the inability to practice to the extent of ones’
license is expected to increase nurses’ intention to leave.
Reasons to leave - career change was recoded from RE_LVE_CARCHG to
CAREERCHANGE. Prior literature suggests that career change has a relationship with nursing
turnover, especially in the presence of other mediating variables (Nooney et al., 2010). However,
career change as it relates to ED nurse turnover intentionality is not well-understood. Based upon
prior studies, it is expected that career change will increase nurses’ intention to leave.
Education-Level Domain
Within the education domain, two key concepts were considered. The first concept was
the elements contributing to the initial education of the nurses. The second concept was the
presence of and scope of continuing formal education for the nurses. The following variables
were utilized for the education-level domain: RN program graduation year; type of first nursing
degree; graduated from foreign or US nursing program; additional degree earned after obtaining
RN license; highest degree in nursing/nursing-related field attained; current enrollment in an
educational program for an academic degree or certificate.
For RN program graduation year, the variable YR_SINCE_PUF from the NSSRN
crosswalk was utilized without modification. This variable converted the graduation year to a
continuous numerical variable, years since graduation from the initial RN program. As described
later in this chapter, this variable was later removed from further analysis due to its high
correlation with the variable age.
Type of first nursing degree was a categorical variable that included four responses:
Associate, bachelors, masters or doctorate, and other. Bachelor’s degree was added as the
reference category, and four dummy variables were added: ASSOCIATE, BACHELOR,
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MASTER_DOCTORATE, OTHER-DEGREE. Each of these dummy variables gave a value of
one to the corresponding initial nursing degree and a zero to all other values (e.g., variable
ASSOCIATE, associate degree = 1, all other values = 0). Prior research has explored the role of
initial nursing degrees on nursing turnover intention (Brewer et al., 2009; Kovner et al., 2009).
However, a literature gap exists relating first nursing degree type to ED nurse turnover intention.
Based on prior research, all of the first nursing degree dummy variables are expected to decrease
nurses’ intention to leave.
The variable ED_NDLOC_US, indicating RN program, U.S. or foreign, was recoded
from 1= In the United States 2=Outside the United States to the variable
INTL_RN_GRADUATE with 0= U.S. graduate and 1 = international graduate. Previous studies
have examined the relationship of internationally educated nurses on turnover intention.
However, a literature gap exists regarding internationally educated ED nurses and turnover
intention. Based on prior research, the international graduate variable is expected to increase
nurses’ intention to leave.
The variable ED_ADEG, indicating the respondent had earned an additional degree after
graduation from their nursing program (1 = yes, 2 = no), was recoded into the variable
ADDTNL_DEGREE with 0= no and 1=yes. Prior studies have examined the effect of increased
education on nursing turnover intention (Brewer et al., 2009; Lynn & Redman, 2005; Nooney et
al., 2010). However, the effect of additional education on ED nurse turnover intention has not
been studied in detail. Based on extant literature, an additional degree attained is expected to
increase nurses’ intention to leave.
The variable HIGHPREP_PUF from the NRSSRN crosswalk was a derived variable
indicating the highest nursing or nursing-related degree achieved. This variable consisted of
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eight possible responses: 1 = diploma in nursing, 2 = associates in nursing or associates in
nursing-related field, 3 = BA in nursing, 4 = BA in nursing-related field, 5 = MA in nursing, 6 =
MA in nursing-related field, 7 = PhD in nursing, 8 = PhD in nursing-related field. This variable
and all responses were recoded into five dummy variables: HI_DEG_DIPLOMA where 1 =
Diploma in nursing, 0 = all other values; HI_DEG_ASSOC where 1 = Associates degree, 0 = all
other values; HI_DEG_BACHELORS (selected as reference category) where 1= BA in nursing
or BA in related field, 0 = all other values; HI_DEG_MASTERS where 1 = Master’s in nursing
or Master’s in related field, 0 = all other values; HI_DEG_DOCTORATE where 1 = Doctorate
in nursing or Doctorate in related field, 0 ) all other values. Previous research has examined the
impact of various degree types on nursing turnover. However, the impact of various degree types
on ED nurse turnover intention is not well-documented in the literature. Based on prior research,
diploma and associates degrees are expected to decrease nurses’ intention to leave, whereas
master's and doctorate degrees are expected to increase nurses’ intention to leave.
The variable ED_FALL_ENROL, indicating current enrollment in an educational
program for an academic degree or certificate, was recoded from 1 = yes, in nursing, 2 = yes, in a
non-nursing field, 3 = no to the variable CURRENT_ENROLLMENT where 1 = yes in a nursing
or non-nursing related field, 0 = no. Prior research has examined the effect of concurrent
enrollment on nursing turnover intention (Brewer et al., 2009; DiMattio & Spegman, 2019;
Hayes et al., 2012). However, a dearth of literature exists regarding current enrollment and ED
nurse turnover intentionality. Based on the extant literature, current enrollment is expected to
decrease nurses’ intention to leave.
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Key Demographics-Level Domain
The key-demographics level domain was underpinned by intersectionality theory and
contained elements that were considered in toto for their effect on nursing turnover
intentionality. The variables that were utilized for the key demographics-level domain were:
Gender, age; race/ethnicity; marital status and children; household income.
Gender was noted as the variable SEX is the NSSRN codebook with 1 = male and 2 =
female. This was recoded into the variable FEMALE where 0= male gender and 1= female
gender. Previous studies have examined the role of gender in nursing turnover (Borkowski et al.,
2007; Nooney et al., 2010; Palumbo MV et al., 2010). However, the role of gender in ED nurse
turnover has been largely unexplored. Based upon existing literature, male gender nurses are
expected to have increased turnover intention.
Age was a continuous variable listed as AGE_PUF in the NSSRN. The variable was
retained. However, it was copied and renamed as a new variable, AGE. Prior research has
examined the relationship of age to nurse turnover intention. (Al Zamel et al., 2020; Cottingham
et al., 2013; Hayes et al., 2006; Steele-Moses, 2021; Unruh & Zhang, 2014). However, there is a
paucity of research examining the relationship of age to ED nurse turnover intention. Based upon
prior research, an increase in age is expected to decrease nurses’ turnover intention.
RAC_ETHN_PUF was a derived variable combining ethnicity (1 = Hispanic, 2 = nonHispanic) and the seven different race responses (1 = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKA NATIVE
ONLY, 2 = ASIAN ONLY, 3 = BLACK ONLY, 4 = NATIVE HAWAIIAN/PI ONLY, 5 =
WHITE ONLY, 6 = SOME OTHER RACE,7 = MULTIRACIAL. This variable and all
responses were recoded into eight dummy variables: ETH_HISPANIC where 1 = Hispanic, 0 =
all other values, ETH_WHITE (selected as the reference category) where 1 = White, 0 = all other
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values, ETH_BLACK where 1 = Black, 0 = all other values, ETH_ASIAN where 1 = Asian, 0
= all other values, ETH_NATIVEAMER where 1 = American Indian, 0 = all other values,
ETH_PACISLANDER where 1 = Pacific Islander, 0 = all other values, ETH_OTHER where 1 =
other race, 0 = all other values, ETH_MULTIPLE where 1 = multiple races, 0 = all other values.
The relationship of race and ethnicity to nursing turnover has been examined in previous studies
(Cottingham et al., 2013; Kovner et al., 2009; Unruh & Zhang, 2014). However, the role of race
and ethnicity on ED nurse turnover remains largely under-researched. Based upon prior studies,
nurses with race or ethnicity other than White are expected to have increased intention to leave.
MAR_CHLD from the NSSRN crosswalk was a derived variable combining marital
status and the presence of children at home. This variable consisted of 14 possible responses:
MARRIED & CHLDR < 6; MARRIED & CHLDR >= 6; MARRIED & CHLDR ALL AGES;
MARRIED & NO CHLDR; WID, SEP, DIV & CHLDR < 6; WID, SEP, DIV & CHLDR >= 6;
WID, SEP, DIV & CHLDR ALL AGES; WID, SEP, DIV & NO CHLDR; NEVER
MARRIED & CHLDR < 6; NEVER MARRIED & CHLDR>= 6; NEVER MARRIED &
CHLDR ALL AGES; NEVER MARRIED & NO CHLDR. This variable and all responses were
recoded into four dummy variables: MAR_CHILD (selected as the reference values) where 1 =
married with children any age, 0 = all other values; MAR_NOCHILD where 1 = married with no
children, 0 = all other values; SINGLE_CHILD where 1= widowed/separated/divorce or never
married with children any age, 0 = all other values; SINGLE_NOCHILD where 1 = never
married no children or widowed/separated/divorced no children, 0= all other values. Prior
research has been done on the effect of marriage and children at home on nursing turnover
(Brewer et al., 2009; Hayes et al., 2006, 2012; Unruh & Zhang, 2014). However, a literature gap
exists regarding the effect of marriage and children at home on ED nurse turnover. Based on
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prior studies, nurses with a status other than the reference variable of married with children are
expected to have increased intention to leave.
HHINCOME was a categorical variable from the NSSRN codebook with eight possible
responses: 1 = $25,000 or less, 2 = $25,001 to $35,000, 3 = $35,001 to $50,000,
4 = $50,001 to $75,000, 5 = $75,001 to $100,000, 6 = $100,001 to $150,000,
7 = $150,001 to $200,000, 8 = more than $200,000. This variable was retained intact, but
for the purposes of the regression analysis was treated as a continuous variable. The effect of
income on nursing turnover has been studied in prior research (Brewer et al., 2006; Hayes et al.,
2006; Lynn & Redman, 2005; Steele-Moses, 2021). However, the effect of income on ED nurse
retention has not been well-researched. Based on the extant literature, increased income levels
are expected to decreased nurses’ intention to leave.
Analytic Strategy
This dissertation employed several stages of analysis to examine the relative impact of
workplace factors, educational factors, and key demographic variables on emergency department
nurses' intention to leave their position.
First, univariate analysis was performed for each variable to obtain descriptive statistics
and check for association with nurses’ intention to leave their roles. Next, bivariate analysis was
performed using chi-square tests for each nominal and categorical level variable to examine
relationships between variables. Independent samples t-tests were utilized for continuous
variables to determine if the means of these variables differed from each other. A Pearson’s
correlation was then performed to examine the nature of the relationship between the continuous
variables. The result of this analysis indicated a strong correlation (r = 0.85, p < .01) between the
AGE (age of the nurse) and YR_SINCE_PUF (years since graduation) variables. As a high
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degree of correlation between independent variables violates one of the test assumptions of
logistic regression, the YR_SINCE_PUF variable was removed from the analysis.
Linearity of the remaining continuous variable (AGE) with respect to the logit of the
dependent variable, an assumption of logistic regression, was assessed via the Box-Tidwell
procedure. A Bonferroni correction was applied, resulting in statistical significance being
accepted when p < .00625 (Tabachnick et al., 2019). Based on this assessment, the continuous
independent variable was found to be linearly related to the logit of the dependent variable.
Multicollinearity diagnostics were utilized to examine the degree of correlation between
the non-continuous independent variables. Multicollinearity refers to a situation where the effects
of the independent variables cannot be adequately separated. High multicollinearity leads to
unreliable measurements of the explanatory effects of these variables (Garson, 2012). Variance
inflation factors (VIF) for all the categorical variables were thus obtained using the SPSS linear
regression procedure (IBM Support, 2017). No VIF values exceeded the cutoff value of 10
(range 1.0-5.19, mean 1.51), indicating no significant degree of multicollinearity in the
independent variables selected. Had any variables exceeded this threshold, these variables would
have been examined for removal from the analysis.
Casewise diagnostics were calculated with each regression to test for statistical outliers
(cases that did not fit the Model well). There were some standardized residuals in each Model
exceeding two standard deviations; however, all these cases were kept in the Model.
Following these procedures, regression analysis was performed to determine the relative
impact of workplace factors, educational factors, and key demographic variables on emergency
department nurses' intention to leave their position. Nine hierarchical binomial logistic
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regression Models were used in the analysis to evaluate the relative impact of the identified
variables on the dependent variable.
Model I, the baseline Model examined the impact of work environment-level variables on
intention to leave their primary nursing position. Work environment-level variables included:
Lack of good management or leadership; lack of collaboration/communication between health
care professionals; interpersonal differences with colleagues or supervisors; inadequate staffing,
career advancement/promotion; lack of advancement opportunities; enrollment in a
school/educational program; inability to practice to the full extent of professional license; and
career change.
Model II examined the impact education-level variables had on nurses’ intention to leave
while controlling for work environment-level variables. Education-level variables included: Type
of first nursing degree; graduated from foreign or US nursing program; additional degree earned
after obtaining RN license; highest degree in nursing/nursing-related field attained; current
enrollment in an educational program for an academic degree or certificate.
Model III examined the impact of key-demographic variables on nurses’ intention to
leave while controlling for work environment-level and education-level variables. Key
demographic-level variables included: Gender, age; race/ethnicity; marital status and children;
household income.
Models I-III examined the impact of all the selected independent variables for all
hospital-based nurses within the sample population. The sample was then split to determine the
effect of these variables across different groups of nurses. A hierarchical regression using the
same domains was run separately for non-emergency department nurses (Models IV-VI) and
then for emergency department nurses (Models VII-IX).
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Summary
This chapter discussed the sample utilized, the rationale for each variable used in the
analysis, and the analytical strategy employed to determine the relative impact of each of the
variables on nurses’ intention to leave their primary nursing position.
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Chapter 4: Results
This dissertation utilizes the Health Resources and Services Administration’s (HRSA)
2018 National Sample Survey of Registered Nurses (NSSRN) data. The NSSRN is a periodic
survey on the characteristics of the nursing workforce that has been conducted since 1977. Data
from various parts of the survey were analyzed to provide contextual support for understanding
the relative impact of workplace factors, educational factors, and key demographic variables on
emergency department nurses' intention to leave their primary nursing position.
The analysis for this study was performed in three distinct phases. The first phase
consisted of obtaining univariate (descriptive) statistics of each of the variables of interest to
characterize the selected sample. The second phase consisted of obtaining and reviewing
bivariate statistics for the variables and addressing the binomial regression analyses' testing
assumptions. A Pearson’s correlation analysis was used during this phase to explore the potential
pairwise relationship of the continuous variables selected, and multicollinearity diagnostics were
performed to examine potential pairwise relationships between the categorical variables.
Finally, the third analysis phase involved utilizing hierarchical logistic regression
Models. The models were used to determine whether workplace-level (Model I), educationallevel (Model II), and key demographic-level (Model III) variables each explained a statistically
significant amount of variance in hospital-based nurses’ intention to leave their primary nursing
position. These Models were explored in hierarchical regressions fashion for non-emergency
department nurses (Models IV through VI) and lastly for emergency department nurses (Models
VII through IX).
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Univariate Analysis
Table I presents descriptive statistics of means, standard deviations, ranges, and
descriptions for variables used throughout this dissertation. Utilizing Table I, a summary of the
univariate results for each of the variables is described below.
Dependent Variable: Intention to Leave
The Intention to leave nursing position variable represented the respondents’ stated
consideration of leaving their current primary nursing position during the year period prior to
survey completion. This variable has a range of 0-1, indicating that it is dichotomous, with zero
representing an answer of no to the survey question and one indicating an answer of yes. The
mean of 0.91 represents a much higher number of respondents (over 90%) that considered
leaving their position than those that did not (less than 10%). Although the standard deviation
was obtained for both the dependent and all independent variables, no consideration was given to
the meaning with dichotomous variables as these variables do not represent a normal
distribution.
Independent Variables: Workplace-Level Variables
The workplace-level domain was composed of 10 dichotomous variables indicating
whether each was a factor in the nurses’ reason to leave their position. Selecting a response for
the survey question indicated “yes,” and not selecting a response indicated “no.” Thus, the range
for each of these items was from 0-1. The mean for each of these items ranged from a low .04
(school/educational program) to a high of 0.41 (stressful work environment). The mean for these
variables indicates the relative frequency these items were chosen as a contributory reason for a
nurse considering leaving their primary position. None of these values exceeded 0.5, indicating
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that the average nurse in the entire sample population did not select any of these reasons as a
contributing factor to their consideration of leaving their nursing position.
Independent Variables: Education-Level Variables
The education-level domain was constructed from elements compromising to the initial
education of the nurses as well as continuing formal education. This domain consisted of
variables representing years since RN program graduation year; type of first nursing degree,
graduation from foreign or US nursing program, additional degree earned after obtaining RN
license; highest degree in nursing/nursing-related field attained and current enrollment in an
educational program for an academic degree or certificate. For first nursing degree and highest
degree attained, dummy variables were created with bachelor’s degree as a reference variable.
Thus, all the variables in this domain were dichotomous except for years since RN graduation,
which was continuous. For this variable, the range was 3 to 56, indicating that within the sample,
no nurse had less than three years elapsed since graduation, and the sample included at least one
nurse who was working in a hospital-based position for 56 years past the initial graduation dateThe standard deviation for the years since graduation variable was 12.62, indicating a high level
of variability in this measure.
For the type of first nursing degree, the mean of 0.5 indicated that within the sample
population, about half of the nurses received a bachelor’s degree as their first degree. The small
(0.4) mean value for graduation from an international program indicates that most of the sample
(approximately 96%) graduated from a US-based nursing program. The mean value of 0.56 for
earned additional degree indicated that nurses in the sample were more likely than not to have
earned an additional degree in nursing or a nursing-related field.
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The mean of 0.42 for master’s as the highest degree attained indicated that within the
sample, more nurses achieved a master’s degree in nursing or a nursing-related field as their
highest degree than any other degree (diploma in nursing, associate’s degree, bachelor’s degree,
doctoral degree). The mean of 0.11 for current enrollment indicates that only approximately
11% of the sample reported being enrolled in an educational program for an academic degree or
certificate at the time of the survey.
Independent Variables: Key Demographic-Level Variables
The key demographic-level domain comprised of various demographic elements that
were identified from the literature of potentially contributing to nurses’ turnover intention. The
variables selected were gender, age, race/ethnicity, marital status with children, and household
income. For race/ethnicity, dummy variables were created using white as a reference value. For
marital status with children, dummy variables were created using married with children as a
reference value.
For gender, the mean of 0.89 indicated that almost 90% of the sample was female. For
the age variable, 46.99 indicated an average age of approximately 47, with the oldest nurse 26
and the oldest 78. However, the standard deviation for this variable was high at 12.29, indicating
a high level of variance in the nurses’ ages. For race/ethnicity, a mean of .82 in the white
category indicates that approximately 82% of the sample was of white ethnicity.
For marital status plus children, mean values for married with children (0.37) and married
without children (0.36) were nearly identical and significantly higher than the other two values,
single with children (0.6) and single without children (0.21). This indicates that nearly 75% of
the sample indicated they were married.
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For household income, a mean of 5.93 indicated that the average respondent reported a
total household income of between $75,001 and $150,000. As 5.93 is closer to six than five, this
indicates that the average income was higher than $100,000.
Bivariate Analysis
The next step involved examining relationships amongst the variables. Each categorical
variable was independently analyzed against the dependent variable, nurses’ intention to leave
using the chi-square statistic. This analysis indicates whether there is a difference between the
frequencies observed and the expected frequencies if there was no relationship between the
variables. Results of this analysis revealed a statistically significant relationship between the
dependent variable and the following variables: Stressful work environment (p ≤ .001), lack of
good management (p ≤ .001), lack of collaboration (p ≤ .001), interpersonal differences (p ≤ .05),
inadequate staffing (p ≤ .001), lack of advancement opportunities (p ≤ .001), practice limitations
(p ≤ .001), international graduate (p ≤ .001), current enrollment (p ≤ .05), White ethnicity,
Asian ethnicity, a status of married with children, and a status of single without children.
Statistical significance was seen in all three variables measured on a continuous scale,
years since graduation (p ≤ .001), age of the nurse (p ≤ .001), and household income (p ≤ .001).
For these variables, t-tests were performed to measure the relationship of each independent
variable to nurses’ turnover intention. Next, the two continuous variables, age of the nurse and
years since RN graduation, were examined against each other using a Pearson’s correlation.
Results indicated a high correlation (r=0.85, p ≤ .01), which means the variables were both likely
measuring the same phenomenon. Thus, one variable, years since graduation, was removed from
further analysis.
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For the categorical independent variables, potential interactions between the variables
were examined using collinearity diagnostics. All categorical variables, excluding the reference
variables, were examined for the presence of multicollinearity. In examining multicollinearity,
the statistical significance is secondary to the VIF, variance inflation factor, the reciprocal of
statistical tolerance. A significance level of 10 which indicates a high correlation, was set as a
maximum. None of the variables exceeded this value (range 1.0-5.19, mean 1.51) thus, all
categorical independent variables were retained for the multivariate analyses.
Multivariate Analysis
Hierarchical binomial logistic regressions were performed to help determine the relative
impact of workplace factors, educational factors, and key demographic variables on emergency
department nurses' intention to leave their position. A total of nine multivariate regression
Models were used with the three conceptual Models, workplace, education, and key
demographics.
Model I: Workplace-level, examined the relative impact of 10 workplace variables
(stressful work environment; lack of good management or leadership; lack of
collaboration/communication between health care professionals; interpersonal differences with
colleagues or supervisors; inadequate staffing; career advancement/promotion; lack of
advancement opportunities; enrollment in a school/educational program; inability to practice to
the full extent of professional license, career change) on nurses’ intention to leave their current
position. These variables were examined while holding constant other factors that have been
known to impact nursing turnover intention.
Model II: Education-level, combined the previous workplace-level variables and added
the examination of the relative impact of years since RN program graduation, type of first
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nursing degree, graduation from foreign or US nursing program, additional degree earned after
obtaining RN license; highest degree in nursing/nursing-related field attained and current
enrollment in an educational program for an academic degree or certificate. These variables were
examined while holding constant other factors that have been known to impact nursing turnover
intention.
Model III: Key demographic-level, combined the variables from the previous two Models
and added an examination of the relative impact of gender, age, race/ethnicity, marital status
with children, and household income. Each of these variables was examined while holding
constant other factors that have been known to impact nursing turnover intention.
Each of the three Models was included in the regressions analyses for the entire sample
of hospital-based nurses (Models I through III), non-emergency department nurses (Models IV
through VI), and finally, emergency department nurses (Models VII through IX).
Analysis and Interpretation for all Hospital-Based Nurses
Tables six through eight display the adjusted odds ratios for each independent variable
against the dependent variable along with the 95% confidence interval for these odds ratios. The
adjusted odds ratios in this analysis indicate the ratio of the probability of no turnover intention
(0) to the probability of turnover intention (1). Table six contains Models I through III and
represents the relative impact of workplace-level, education-level, and key demographic-level
variables on the nurses’ intention to leave their position for the entire sample of hospital-based
nurses.
The overall statistical significance of Model I was calculated as χ2=163.71 (p<.001),
indicating that this Model is statistically significant, predicting categories better than a Model
with no independent variable. This Model fits the data overall, as evidenced by the
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nonsignificant result of the Hosmer-Lemeshow test (p=.761). The variance in the dependent
variable explained by the Model ranged from 1.7% to 3.7%.
The overall statistical significance of Model II was calculated as χ2=210.1 (p<.001),
indicating that this Model also outperformed the null hypothesis Model. This Model fits the data
overall, as evidenced by the nonsignificant result of the Hosmer-Lemeshow test (p=.572). The
variance explained by this Model ranged from 2.2% to 4.7%.
The overall statistical significance of Model III was calculated as χ2=264.9 (p<.001),
indicating that this Model also outperformed the null hypothesis Model. This Model fits the data
overall, as evidenced by the nonsignificant result of the Hosmer-Lemeshow test (p=.914). The
total variance explained by this Model ranged from 2.7% to 5.9%.
Workplace-Level Variables. Stressful work environment was the first workplace-level
variable and was statistically significant at the p ≤ .05 level across all three Models for all
hospital-based nurses. Controlling for all other variables in Models I through III, hospital-based
nurses were an average of 17% less likely to identify a stressful work environment as a reason to
consider leaving their primary nursing position than to identify it as a contributory factor.
Conversely, controlling for all other variables, these same nurses were an average of 30% more
likely than not to identify a lack of good management as a reason to leave their position. This
variable was also significant at the p ≤ .05 level across all three Models of all hospital-based
nurses. The next two variables in the workplace-level domain, lack of collaboration and
interpersonal differences, were not statistically significant in any of the three Models.
Inadequate staffing, the fifth workplace-level variable, was statistically significant at the
p ≤ .001 level across all three Models of all hospital-based nurses. Holding all other variables
constant, these nurses were an average of 77% more likely than not to identify inadequate
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staffing as a reason to leave their primary nursing position. Career advancement, the following
workplace-level variable, was not found to be statistically significant. However, lack of
advancement opportunities, the seventh workplace-level variable, was statistically significant at
the p ≤ .001 level across all three Models. Holding all other variables constant, hospital-based
nurses were an average of 64% more likely than not to identify lack of advancement
opportunities as a reason to leave their current nursing roles.
School/educational program was statistically significant at the p ≤ .05 level for Models I
and III but was not statistically significant for Model II (p ≤ .071). Thus, for Models I and III,
controlling for all other variables, hospital-based nurses were an average of 32% less likely to
identify school/educational program as a reason to leave their current role than to identify it as a
contributory factor. The final two variables in the workplace-level domain, practice limitations
and career change, were not statistically significant in any of the three Models of all hospitalbased nurses.
Education-Level Variables. First nursing degree type, the first education-level variable
was not found statistically significant in Models II or III for any of the dummy variables
(Associates, Masters/Doctorate, other) created to compare to the reference variable, bachelor’s
degree. Holding all other variables constant, nurses who indicated they graduated from an
international (non-United States) nursing program were an average of 54% less likely than
domestic graduates to indicate they considered leaving their primary nursing roles. This was
significant at the p ≤ .001 level across both Models that included the education-level domain (II,
III).
Earning an additional degree was not found to be statistically significant, nor was the
highest degree earned in nursing or a related field with one exception. In Model III, nurses who
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reported that they had earned a doctoral degree in nursing or another healthcare-related field
were 54% more likely to indicate that they considered leaving their primary roles. This was
significant at the p =.05 level.
Current school enrollment, the final variable in the education-level domain, was
statistically significant at the p ≤ .001 level across both Models. Holding all other variables
constant, hospital-based nurses currently enrolled in higher education programs were an average
of 34% less likely to indicate that they considered leaving their primary role than nurses who
were not enrolled in an educational program.
Key Demographic-Level Variables. Female gender, the first key demographic variable,
was not statistically significant. The second key demographic variable, the age of the nurse, was
significant at the p ≤ .001 level with an Exp(B) value of 0.99. This means that holding all other
variables constant, for all hospital-based nurses, for every year younger in age, they were 1% less
likely to consider leaving their primary nursing role.
Of the seven dummy variables for race/ethnicity used for comparison to the reference
variable of White, only one, Asian, was found to be statistically significant. At the p ≤ .001 level,
controlling for all other variables, Asian hospital-based nurses were 45% less likely than White
nurses to consider leaving their primary nursing role.
Of the three dummy variables used for comparison to the reference variable of married
with children, only one, single without children, was found to be statistically significant. At the p
≤ .05 level, holding all other variables constant, hospital-based nurses who were single without
children were 40% more likely than those who were married with children to consider leaving
their primary nursing role. The final key demographic variable, household income, was not
statistically significant.
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Analysis and Interpretation for all Non-Emergency Department Nurses
Table seven contains Models IV through VI and represents the relative impact of
workplace-level, education-level, and key demographic-level variables on the nurses’ intention
to leave their position for the sample of non-emergency department nurses.
The overall statistical significance of Model IV was calculated as χ2=138.99 (p <.001),
indicating that this Model is statistically significant, predicting categories better than a Model
with no independent variable. This Model fits the data overall, as evidenced by the
nonsignificant result of the Hosmer-Lemeshow test (p =.469). The variance in the dependent
variable explained by the Model ranged from 1.6% to 3.4%.
The overall statistical significance of Model V was calculated as χ2=180.04 (p <.001),
indicating that this Model also outperformed the null hypothesis Model. This Model fits the data
overall, as evidenced by the nonsignificant result of the Hosmer-Lemeshow test (p =.825). The
variance explained by this Model ranged from 2% to 4.4%.
The overall statistical significance of Model VI was calculated as χ2=232.3 (p <. 001),
indicating that this Model also outperformed the null hypothesis Model. This Model fits the data
overall, as evidenced by the nonsignificant result of the Hosmer-Lemeshow test (p =.81). The
total variance explained by this Model ranged from 2.6% to 5.6%.
Workplace-Level Variables. Stressful work environment was the first workplace-level
variable and was statistically significant at the p ≤ .05 level across all three Models of all nonemergency department nurses. Controlling for all other variables in Models I through III,
hospital-based nurses were an average of 18% less likely to identify a stressful work
environment as a reason to leave their primary nursing position than to identify it as a
contributory factor. Lack of good management, the second workplace-level variable, was
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statistically significant at the p ≤ .05 level across all three Models. Holding all other variables
constant, non-emergency department nurses were an average of 25% more likely to identify lack
of good management as a reason to leave their current nursing role. Lack of collaboration, the
third workplace-level variable, was statistically significant at the p ≤ .05 level in Models IV and
Model V, but not Model VI (p = .076). For these two Models, controlling for all other variables,
non-emergency department nurses were an average of 31% more likely to cite lack of
collaboration as a reason to leave their position than not to identify it.
Inadequate staffing and lack of advancement opportunities were both statistically
significant at the p ≤ .001 level across all three Models of non-emergency department nurses.
Holding all other factors constant, non-emergency department nurses were an average of 71%
more likely than not to identify inadequate staffing and 59% more likely than not to identify lack
of advancement opportunities respectively as a reason to leave their current nursing role. No
other variables in the workplace-level domain were statistically significant in Models IV through
VI.
Education-Level Variables. Type of first nursing degree, additional earned degree, and
highest degree attained were all found to be not statistically significant variables for the sample
of non-emergency department nurses. Holding all other variables constant, nurses who indicated
they graduated from an international (non-United States) nursing program were an average of
62.5% less likely than domestic graduates to indicate they considered leaving their primary
nursing roles. This was significant at the p ≤ .001 level for Domain V and the p ≤ .05 level for
Domain VI. Holding all other variables constant, non-emergency department nurses currently
enrolled in a higher educational program were an average of 32% less likely to indicate that they
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considered leaving their primary role than nurses who were not currently enrolled. This was
significant at the p ≤ .05 level for Domain V and the p ≤ .001 level for Domain VI.
Key Demographic-Level Variables. Female gender, the first key demographic variable,
was not statistically significant. The second key demographic variable, the age of the nurse, was
significant at the p ≤ .001 level with an Exp(B) value of 0.98. This means that holding all other
variables constant, for all non-emergency department nurses, for every year younger in age, they
were 2% less likely to consider leaving their primary nursing role.
Of the seven dummy variables for race/ethnicity used for comparison to the reference
variable of White, only one, Asian, was found to be statistically significant. At the p ≤ .05 level,
controlling for all other variables, Asian non-emergency department nurses were 43% less likely
than White nurses to consider leaving their primary nursing role.
Of the three dummy variables used for comparison to the reference variable of married
with children, only one, single without children, was found to be statistically significant. At the p
≤ .05 level, holding all other variables constant, hospital-based nurses who were single without
children were 41% more likely than those who were married with children to consider leaving
their primary nursing role. The final key demographic variable, household income, was
statistically significant at the p ≤ .05 level with an Exp(B) value of .93. This indicates that for
every increase in household income level from one to eight (1=$25,000 or less, 2=25,001$35,000, 3= $35,001-$50,000, 4= $50,001-$75,000, 5= $75,001-$100,000, 6= $100,001$150,000, 7= $150,001-$200,000, 8= More than $200,000) non-emergency department nurses
were 7% less likely to consider leaving their primary nursing role.
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Analysis and Interpretation for all Emergency Department Nurses
Table eight contains Models VII through IX and represents the relative impact of
workplace-level, education-level, and key demographic-level variables on the nurses’ intention
to leave their position for the sample of emergency department nurses.
The overall statistical significance of Model VII was calculated as χ2=44.27 (p<.001),
indicating that this Model is statistically significant, predicting categories better than a Model
with no independent variable. This Model fits the data overall, as evidenced by the
nonsignificant result of the Hosmer-Lemeshow test (p=.729). The variance in the dependent
variable explained by the Model ranged from 5.2% to 12.1%.
The overall statistical significance of Model VIII was calculated as χ2=54.21 (p<.001),
indicating that this Model also outperformed the null hypothesis Model. This Model fits the data
overall, as evidenced by the nonsignificant result of the Hosmer-Lemeshow test (p=.591). The
variance explained by this Model ranged from 6.3% to 14.7%.
The overall statistical significance of Model IX was calculated as χ2=69.6 (p<.001),
indicating that this Model also outperformed the null hypothesis Model. This Model fits the data
overall, as evidenced by the nonsignificant result of the Hosmer-Lemeshow test (p=.938). The
total variance explained by this Model ranged from 8.1% to 18.8%.
Workplace-Level Variables. Stressful work environment, the first workplace-level
domain, was not statistically significant in any of the three Models of emergency department
nurses. Lack of good management, the second workplace-level domain was statistically
significant across all three Models at the p ≤ .05 level. Controlling for all other variables,
emergency department nurses were nearly twice as likely (198%) to identify lack of good
management as a reason to leave their primary nursing position than not to identify it as a
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contributory factor. Lack of collaboration, the third workplace-level variable, was statistically
significant at the p ≤ .05 level in all three Models of emergency department nurses. For these
Models, controlling for all other variables, emergency department nurses were an average of
63% less likely to cite lack of collaboration as a reason to leave their position than to identify it
as a contributory factor.
Inadequate staffing, the fifth workplace-level variable, was statistically significant at the
p ≤ .05 level across all three Models of emergency department nurses. Controlling for all other
variables, emergency department nurses were 176% more likely to identify inadequate staffing
as a reason to leave their primary nursing position than not to identify it as a contributory factor.
Career advancement was statistically significant at the p ≤ .05 level in Model VII only. In this
Model, controlling all other variables, emergency nurses were 46% less likely to identify career
advancement as a reason leave their position than to identify it as a contributory factor.
Lack of advancement opportunities was statistically significant at the p ≤ .05 level in
Model IX only. In this Model, controlling all other variables, emergency nurses were 155% more
likely to identify a lack of advancement opportunities as a reason to leave their primary nursing
position than not to identify it as a contributory factor. School/educational program was
statistically significant at the p ≤ .05 level for Model VII only. For this Model, controlling for all
other variables, emergency department nurses were 66% less likely to identify
school/educational program as a reason to leave their current role than to identify it as a
contributory factor.
Education-Level Variables. Only one variable, current enrollment, was found to be
statistically significant in the education-level domain. In Model VIII, current enrollment was
significant at the p ≤ .05 level with an Exp(B) value of .51. This indicates that for this Model,
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holding all other variables constant, emergency department nurses who were currently enrolled
in an education program were 49% less likely to indicate that they considered leaving their
primary role than nurses who were not enrolled. In an educational program
Key Demographic-Level Variables. Of the seven dummy variables for race/ethnicity
used for comparison to the reference variable of White, three had to be removed from the
analysis as the respondent number was too low. These variables were Race/Ethnicity, Native
American, Pacific Islander, and Other., Of the four remaining, two, Asian and Hispanic, were
found to be statistically significant. At the p ≤ .05 level, controlling for all other variables, Asian
non-emergency department nurses were 71% less likely, and Hispanic emergency department
nurses were 67% less likely than White nurses to consider leaving their primary nursing role. No
other key demographic-level variable was significant in any of the three Models representing
emergency department nurses.
Summary of Results
In this dissertation, nine hierarchical logistic regression Models explored the relative
impact of workplace-level, education-level, and key demographic-level variables on nurses’
intention to leave their primary nursing position. The Models proved that there were several
significant predictors of all three samples of nurse turnover intention.
The sample of all hospital-based was first examined. For the workplace-level domain,
lack of good management, inadequate staffing, and lack of advancement opportunities were
significant positive predictors of nursing turnover intention across all three Models. Stressful
work environment was a significant negative predictor of turnover intention across all three
Models. Enrollment in school or educational program was a negative predictor of turnover
intention in Models I and II but not in Model II. For the education-level domain, current
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enrollment and graduation from an international nursing program were both significant negative
predictors of turnover intention across both Models incorporating these domains. Achieving a
Doctoral degree was a significant positive predictor of turnover intention over the reference of a
Bachelors degree. For the key demographic-level domain, age was a statistically significant
negative predictor of turnover intention, but with a very low odds ratio of just one (1%). Asian
ethnicity was a significant negative predictor of turnover intention compared to white ethnicity.
A marital/child status of single without children was a positive predictor of turnover intention
compared to the reference of married with children.
The sample of non-emergency department nurses was examined next. Stressful work
environment was again found to be a significant negative predictor of turnover intention across
all three Models. As with the previous sample, lack of good management, inadequate staffing,
and lack of advancement opportunities were all significant positive predictors of nursing
turnover intention across all three Models with one exception; lack of collaboration was not
statistically significant in Model VI, which incorporated all three domains. Lack of collaboration
was a positive predictor of turnover intention in Models IV and V. This was not a statistically
significant predictor in the sample of all hospital-based nurses. For the education-level domain,
current enrollment and graduation from an international nursing program were again significant
negative predictors of turnover intention across both Models incorporating these domains. For
the key demographic-level domain, age was once again a statistically significant negative
predictor of turnover intention, but with a small odds ratio of just two (2%). Asian ethnicity was
again a significant negative predictor of turnover intention compared to white ethnicity. A
marital/child status of single without children was a positive predictor of turnover intention
compared to the reference of married with children. Unlike the sample of all hospital-based
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nurses, for non-emergency department nurses, household income was a significant negative
predictor of turnover intention.
The final sample examined was that of emergency department nurses. As hypothesized,
the results for ED nurses varied greatly from the results of the other two samples. For ED nurses,
unlike the previous two samples where this was a significant negative predictor, stressful work
environment was not a significant predictor of turnover intention. Lack of good management and
inadequate staffing were both significant positive predictors of turnover intention in ED nurses
across all three Models, just as they were with the two previous groups. However, with the ED
nurses, the odds ratios for these variables were more than double compared to the previous two
sample populations.
Lack of collaboration had been a positive predictor in the two previous samples of nurses.
However, this was a significant negative predictor of turnover intention in ED nurses. Lack of
advancement opportunities had been a positive predictor of turnover intention across all domains
in the previous two samples, however, was it was a positive predictor in only one Model (IX) of
ED nurses and corresponded with a much higher odds ratio. For the education-level domain,
current enrollment and graduation from an international nursing program were significant
negative predictors of turnover intention across both Models incorporating these domains in the
two previous samples but were not statistically significant in the sample of ED nurses. Current
enrollment was a significant negative predictor of turnover intention in Model VIII but not
Model IX. This variable had been a significant negative predictor across all domains in both
previous samples.
For the key demographic-level domain, unlike both previous samples, age was not a
significant predictor of turnover intention. Asian ethnicity was a significant negative predictor of
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turnover intention compared to white ethnicity as with both previous Models. However, Hispanic
race was also a negative predictor in the ED nurse sample after not being significant in either of
the two previous samples.
The relative impact of workplace-level, education-level, and demographic-level factors
on turnover intention varied significantly in ED nurses compared to the hospital-based nurse and
non-emergency department nurse groups. These results further highlight the specialized nature of
emergency department nurses, a group with a unique scope of practice, skills, culture, and work
environment. The following chapter will examine the results of the regression analyses and
further discuss the difference in the emergency nurse group differences in the context of the
theoretical framework and relevant literature presented in chapter two.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
This dissertation utilized nine binomial logistic regression analyses to examine the
relative impact of workplace-level, education-level, and demographic level factors on nursing
turnover intention. As described in Chapter 4, the results of these analyses indicate that several
workplace, education, and demographic-level variables are significant positive or negative
predictors of hospital-based nurse turnover intentionality.
Domains
This dissertation examined the relative impact of multiple independent variables based
on a review of the literature surrounding nursing turnover intentionality. These independent
variables were grouped in three major domains, workplace-, education-, and key demographiclevel variables. This chapter will discuss the most significant results of the analyses for each
domain as they relate to the extant literature.
Workplace-Level Variables
Across all three samples and nurses and the corresponding three Models, approximately
half of the independent variables in the workplace-level domain were found to be statistically
significant. The results varied between the samples in both magnitude and direction.
Stressful work environment. As prior research has linked a stressful work environment
to greater nursing turnover intention (Aiken et al., 2008; Al Zamel et al., 2020; Kutney-Lee, Wu,
et al., 2013), a stressful work environment was expected to be a positive predictor of turnover
intention in this study. However, for the workplace domain, stressful work environment was the
most significant negative predictor in the non-ED nurse group and the second most significant
negative predictor in the all hospital-based nurse group. Across all six models in these two
groups, a statistically significant result under 1.00 was obtained for this variable. This indicates
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that nurses in these two groups did not identify a stressful work environment as a factor in their
consideration of leaving their primary nursing positions. In contrast, however, for the ED nurse
sample, all values were slightly over 1.0 (1.03, 1.01, and 1.09 for Models VII through IX,
respectively), although none of these values were statistically significant. One factor that may
have contributed to the difference in these results is the inherent nature of the work environment
of the ED nurses.
Emergency department nurses are a unique group, with a defined scope and standards of
practice that set this group apart from other nursing specialties (Nurse.com, 2011). From a social
constructionist perspective, the ED nurses’ perception of the work environment is affected by
their identity as an ED nurse, as a member of a group of ED nurses, and through social
interaction that occurs in the environment. Elements that are unique to the emergency nurses’
work environment include patient boarding, crowding conditions, acutely ill patients, threats of
violence, and life-and-death scenarios (Hooper et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2021). High patient
volume and rapid patient turnaround time complicate the nursing surveillance process for ED
nurses. Herzberg’s dual-factor theory suggests that hygiene elements such as the work
environment must be addressed first. Otherwise, improving motivator factors would have little
impact on job satisfaction. This is consistent with several studies indicating that improvements in
the overall work environment are associated with lower nursing turnover intention (Brewer et al.,
2009; Stone et al., 2007).
Whether ED nurses perceive their environment as more stressful than non-ED nurses is
beyond the scope of this dissertation. However, from these results, it can be inferred that
although not a statistically significant contributing factor to turnover intention, ED nurses have a
different perception of their work environment than their non-ED nurse counterparts.
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Lack of good management or leadership. Consistent with prior research linking poor
nursing management and leadership to increased nursing turnover intention (Lynn & Redman,
2005; Marufu et al., 2021), this variable was a statistically significant positive predictor of
turnover intention across all Models in all three samples of nurses. However, this variable was
one of the least statistically significant predictors of turnover intention in both the hospital-based
nurse and non-emergency department nurse groups. In contrast, lack of good management or
leadership was the most significant predictor variable in the ED nurse sample. ED nurses had
nearly double the likelihood of identifying this variable as a contributory factor in their intention
to leave.
One of the hygiene factors listed in Herzberg’s dual-factor theory is supervisor quality
(Herzberg et al., 1959). According to Herzberg, without quality leadership, employees will be
inherently dissatisfied. Literature suggests that nurses’ perception of poor leadership often leads
them to seek roles with improved leadership (Ritter, 2011), while nurses who perceive their
leaders as strong and supportive are more likely to remain in their roles and less likely to
consider leaving (Blake et al., 2013; Steele-Moses, 2021).
An intersectional perspective would lead us to examine the confluence of characteristics
that make ED nurses a unique group to help determine why the lack of quality leadership was of
much greater significance in this group. Unfortunately, there is a lack of research on ED nurse
leadership perceptions, and little research focused on the quality of ED nurse leadership related
to ED nurse turnover intention. However, one dissertation examined turnover intention in the
context of the impact of transformational leadership, a leadership style espoused by the Magnet
program, a widely recognized standard of nursing excellence (Aiken et al., 2009). This study of
100 ED nurses indicated that there was no statistically significant difference in turnover intention
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between those whose nurse managers practiced more transformational leadership and those who
practiced non-transformational leadership. However, a clearly decreased turnover rate was seen
in the group with transformational leaders (Baker, 2016), highlighting a potential future research
direction.
The high patient acuity, life-and-death nature of work that constitutes the ED nursing
work environment (Hooper et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2021), and the differences in the ED nurses
reporting of a stressful work environment all suggest that the emotional labor in this group may
be higher than in other nursing groups. Traditionally, the emotional load of the nursing work
environment has been viewed as a personal problem for each individual to address, with minimal
organizational support (Hennekam et al., 2020). However, an increasing body of literature now
supports an institutional group approach towards emotional management (Kinman & Leggetter,
2016). Leaders who create regular scheduled opportunities for nursing staff to talk with
supervisors and peers about their emotional labor with patients and to receive support and
feedback to guide their efforts are experienced by staff as supportive (DiCicco-Bloom &
DiCicco-Bloom, 2019). Addressing the emotional labor of nursing staff by allowing regular
opportunities to discuss the burdens of their emotion work with patients has the potential to
address many of the elements of the practice environment that have been identified as positive
predictors of turnover intention in this study.
Lack of collaboration/communication between health care professionals. This
variable was expected to be a positive predictor of nursing turnover. This proved to be true in
both the sample of all hospital nurses and non-ED nurses. However, this was only of statistical
significance in Models IV and V, with model VI approaching statistical significance (p= .076).
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However, in the ED nurse sample, lack of collaboration was the most significant negative
predictor of turnover intention.
This marked difference once again speaks to the unique nature of the ED nurses, a
specialty with its own established culture and norms (Fry, 2012). Frequent and effective
communication is a requirement of nursing surveillance (Dresser, 2012), and ED nurses are often
challenged by their environment to maintain a high level of nursing surveillance. The
unpredictable nature of the emergency department, rapid patient turnover, high patient acuity,
and often crowded conditions require a high level of communication between professionals to
avoid patient harm. Work setting has previously been implicated as a mitigating factor when
establishing a relationship between healthcare professionals' quality of
collaboration/communication and nursing turnover (Blake et al., 2013). Thus, one factor that
could explain the dichotomy in these results is that the very nature of the work in the emergency
department requires more collaboration/communication than in other hospital-based nursing
units.
Inadequate staffing. This variable, true to prediction, was a statistically significant
positive predictor of nursing turnover intention across all three samples and nine Models.
Inadequate staffing was the most significant positive predictor variable in both the all-nurses and
non-ED nurse samples and the second most significant positive predictor in the ED nurse
sample. However, the mean odds ratio in the ED nurse group (2.76) was notably higher than both
the all-nurses group (1.77) and the non-ED nurse group (1.71).
Dual-factor theory does not explicitly account for staffing concerns, as working
conditions described by Herzberg predominantly focus on sanitary conditions and employee
health (Herzberg et al., 1959). However, an increased focus on nursing working conditions as
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they relate to appropriate staffing and improved patient outcomes has led to an increase in
legislation mandating safe staffing levels (Brown, 2021). The significant impact of inadequate
staffing on nursing trover intention clearly falls within dimensions of nursing surveillance, as the
ability of the nurse to perform adequate surveillance is negatively affected by the nurses’ ability
to monitor the patient, as well as the frequency and timing available (Kelly & Vincent, 2011).
Thus, inadequate staffing causes the nurse to be unable to perform their most essential function
adequately.
ED nurses are particularly vulnerable to inadequate staffing as they have no defined
capacity limits and frequently face conditions of crowding, defined as a situation in which the
need for services exceeds the available resources (Moskop et al., 2009b). Thus, the increased
effect of inadequate staffing seen in the ED nurse group could potentially be the result of more
significant staffing challenges for these nurses.
Lack of advancement opportunities. This variable, true to prediction, was a positive
predictor of nursing turnover intention across all three groups and nine Models. However, this
variable was only statistically significant for Models I through VI and Model IX, with Models
VII and VIII approaching statistical significance (p=0.77 and p=0.61, respectively). The mean
odds ratio was also significantly higher in the ED nurse group (2.76 for Models VII-IX, 2.86 for
Model IX only) than both the all-nurses (1.64) and the non-ED nurses (1.59) groups.
Advancement opportunities fall within the motivator factors of dual-factor theory. As
motivator factors increase, job satisfaction increase. Unaddressed, motivator factors such as
advancement result in no satisfaction, a less motivated workforce. Prior literature has
consistently linked the desire for career advancement (Hayes et al., 2006; LeVasseur et al., 2009)
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as well as a lack of advancement opportunities (Brewer et al., 2009; Marufu et al., 2021) to
increased nursing turnover intention.
Although two of the three Models in the ED nurse group only approached statistical
significance, it is interesting to note the difference in magnitude for the management variables
indicated by this group: Poor leadership/management and lack of advancement opportunities.
Although beyond the scope of this dissertation, the contribution of poor management and the
lack of advancement opportunities towards turnover intention speaks to the inherent differences
in emergency department nursing management. The relationship between the perception of poor
management and lack of advancement opportunity is deserving of future study.
Education-Level Variables
Across all the samples of all hospital-based nurses and non-ED nurses, only three of the
independent variables in the education-level domain were found to be statistically significant.
Only one independent variable was found to be significant in the ED nurse sample, and that
significance was limited to a single Model.
International graduate. A surprising discovery in this analysis was the negative
predictive value of the independent variable international graduate. Prior research has indicated
that nurses who are educated outside of the US are more likely to have higher turnover intention
than their US-educated counterparts (Geun et al., 2018; Wheeler et al., 2014). However, an
analysis of nursing retention factors in New York City revealed that foreign-educated nurses
were more likely than their US-educated counterparts to remain in their hospital-based positions
(Rosenfeld & Adams, 2008). This variable was statistically significant in all four Models of both
all hospital-based and non-ED nurses where it was measured. However, this variable was not
statistically significant in either of the two Models of ED nurses where it was calculated.
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The difference in results may have been a result of the relatively small sample size. A
review of the data indicated that the sample contained only a very small number (n=19) of
foreign-educated nurses working in the ED setting. However, although beyond the scope of the
analysis in this dissertation, a higher percentage of US-educated ED nurses (92%) indicated an
intention to leave than foreign-educated ED nurses (84%). Although this information was not
subjected to the same rigorous statistical analysis performed using the various regression
analyses, the raw data suggests that foreign-educated ED nurses may also have lower turnover
intention compared to their US-educated counterparts. Consistent with the intersectional
framework utilized in this study, the significance of this finding should be considered with other
factors to create a clearer picture of the factors affecting turnover intention in non-US educated
nurses.
Current enrollment. This variable, true to prediction, was a negative predictor of
nursing turnover intention across all three groups and six Models where it was measured. A
statistically significant negative result was seen in all Models except Model IX, the ED nurse
group incorporating all three domains.
Despite multiple studies linking higher levels of education to increased nursing turnover
intention (Nooney et al., 2010; Rosenfeld & Adams, 2008), nurses who are concurrently enrolled
in an education program have been found to have lower turnover intention than unenrolled
nurses (Hayes et al., 2012). Achievement and personal growth are satisfier elements of dualfactor theory, suggesting that pursuing higher education while working may improve overall job
satisfaction. Increased education level has also been proposed as a factor that may increase the
quality of nursing surveillance on an individual level (Kelly & Vincent, 2011), further
highlighting personal growth and achievement linked to the pursuit of increased education.
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In the ED nurse group, further analysis indicated 121 nurses reported current enrollment,
a relatively small sample size, but likely significant in that it represented approximately 15% of
the entire sample of ED nurses. The lack of statistical significance is notable for Model IX,
which adds key demographic variables to the analysis. Thus, it can be inferred that other added
explanatory factors were a better fit to explain the variance in this model. Consistent with the
intersectional framework utilized in this study, the significance of this finding should be
examined in the context of these added demographic factors to ascertain the difference in
variance.
Key Demographic-Level Variables
Across the three samples of nurses, a decreasing number of independent variables in the
key demographic-level domain were found to be statistically significant. For the all hospitalbased nurse sample, this included four independent variables. In comparison, the non-ED nurse
sample contained three statistically significant independent variables, while the ED nurse sample
contained only two statistically significant independent variables.
Age. Prior studies have provided varied information regarding the relationship between
age and nursing turnover intention. Whereas several studies found that younger nurses were
more likely than their older counterparts to both have increased turnover intention and actually
leave their positions (Cottingham et al., 2013; Hayes et al., 2012; Steele-Moses, 2021), other
studies have found inconsistent correlations between age and turnover, or generational difference
in turnover intention (Al Zamel et al., 2020; Koehler & Olds, 2021).
Results from this analysis indicated that age was a statistically significant negative
predictor of nursing turnover intention in both the all-nurses and the non-ED nurse samples.
However, despite this significance, the impact of age on turnover is negligible, with an odds ratio
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of 0.98 in the all-nurses sample and 0.98 in the non-ED nurse sample. Age was not a significant
predictor in the ED nurse sample.
Based on the univariate statistics, it is likely that the entire sample of hospital-based
nurses was skewed towards older nurses, with a range of 26-72, a mean of 46.99, and a standard
deviation of 12.29 as several studies note that new graduate nurses and Millennials generally
have higher turnover intention than other groups (Cottingham et al., 2013; Koehler & Olds,
2021). The ED nurse sample was comprised of slightly younger nurses, with nurses under 30
years of age comprising just under 10% of the total sample compared to just under 8% of the
entire sample of hospital-based nurses. This finding is consistent with the intersectional
framework portion of this theory, which demands that single demographic factors not be
considered in isolation. The confluence of various demographic and cultural factors is likely to
have more effect on ED nurse turnover intention than age alone.
Race/ethnicity-Hispanic. Retention of Hispanic nurses is of particular importance in the
United States, an increasing Hispanic population has been the demographic trend for several
years, and the number of Hispanic nurses remains highly disproportionate to the patient
population (Jeffreys, 2010; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2017; Vespa et al.,
2020). Previous research has provided mixed results when examining the impact of
race/ethnicity on nursing turnover intention. Some research has demonstrated White nurses had
increased turnover intention compared to their counterparts of other races (Borkowski et al.,
2007; Unruh & Zhang, 2014). However, others found that White nurses had decreased turnover
intention compared to their counterparts of other races (Cottingham et al., 2013; Doede, 2017).
This inconsistency in results can be interpreted through an intersection lens, wherein other
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factors (e.g., gender, age, work setting) must be considered in addition to race/ethnicity in
understanding these nurses.
In this dissertation, Hispanic nurses working in emergency departments were found to
have a statistically significant lower turnover intention (OR=0.33, 95% CI= 0.12- 0.96) than their
White nurse counterparts. Though the number of Hispanic nurses in this sample was relatively
small (35), it represented approximately the same proportion of Hispanic nurses as the other two
samples, where this variable was not found to be statistically significant. In this study, other
demographic factors were held constant while examining the impact of race/ethnicity on nurse
turnover intention in three groups of nurses. Thus, it is unclear whether this finding is
independently the result of the different work environments of the emergency department or
simply the confluence of other variables that were not examined in aggregate. Future research is
indicated.
Race/Ethnicity-Asian. This variable was a consistent statistically significant negative
predictor of turnover intention in all three samples of nurses. In a previous secondary analysis of
2008 NSSRN data (Doede, 2017), it was found that in comparison to White nurses, Asian nurses
were less likely to have turnover intention (OR=0.69, 95% CI=0.60-0.85). The findings are
similar to this study; however, the odds ratio of Asian ED nurses was the lowest of all three
groups (OR=0.29 95% CI=0.9-0.98). The large confidence interval suggests that result may be
due to the relatively low number of Asian nurses in the sample (34). However, the unique nature
of the ED work environment and the characteristics of the nurses who work in that environment
should be considered.
Marital status & children-Single without children. This was a dummy variable created
to simplify a derived survey variable combining marital status and the presence of children at
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home. Marital statuses of never married, widowed/separated/divorced (with no children) were
combined to form this variable with Married with children as the reference variable. The status
of single without children was a statistically significant positive predictor of turnover intention in
the all hospital-based nurse group and the non-ED nurse group. This variable was not statistically
significant in the ED-nurse group.
Literature on marital status and children was somewhat mixed. However, most studies
indicated that both single nurses (compared to their married counterparts), as well as nurses with
no children living at home, had increased levels of turnover intentionality (Hayes et al., 2012;
Unruh & Zhang, 2014). Thus, the findings of this dissertation are consistent with the literature.
However, because the construction of this dummy variable combined several statuses (widowed,
separated, divorced), it is impossible to know the relative contribution of each of these items.
Once again, it is unclear why these results were not significant for the ED nurse group.
However, this difference again supports the use of intersectionality as a theoretical framework in
viewing the ED nurses as different from the other nursing groups. Rather than view the
differences in the results of the key-demographics domain as individual traits, the intersectional
lens suggests that the focus should be on the totality of these differences. An example of this can
be seen in the results of this study. Hispanic ED nurses should be viewed differently from other
Hispanic nurses. The difference is not merely in race, but a combination of race and other
characteristics.
Summary
The purpose of this dissertation is to determine the relative impact of various workplace-,
education-, and key demographic-level domains on nurses’ intention to leave their primary
nursing positions. Numerous variables within each of the three domains were found to impact
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nurses’ intention to leave their positions significantly. However, some of the variables differed
greatly in both predictive direction and magnitude for the ED nurse group.
For the workplace-level domain, stressful work environment was statistically significant
in two samples but not in the ED nurse group. Both lack of good management and inadequate
staffing were statistically significant in all three samples but with much higher odds ratios in the
ED nurse group. Lack of collaboration was a negative predictor in the ED nurse group but not
statistically significant or a positive predictor in the other two samples. Lack of advancement
opportunities was a positive predictor across all three samples. However, in the ED group, in the
two Models that approached statistical significance and the final significant model, the odds ratio
was notably higher than in the other two samples.
For the education-level domain, international graduate was not statistically significant in
the ED nurse group but was a significant negative predictor in the other two samples. Current
enrollment was a significant negative predictor across all groups except for one of the two
models in the ED nurse group.
For the key demographics-level domain, age was not statistically significant in the ED
nurse group but was statistically significant in the two other samples. Hispanic race/ethnicity was
a statistically significant negative predictor in the ED nurse group but was not significant in the
other two samples. Asian race/ethnicity was significant across all three groups, albeit with a
more significant odds ratio in the ED nurse group. Finally, the dummy variable indicating a
status of single without children was not statistically significant in the ED nurse group but was a
significant positive predictor in the other two groups.
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The next and final chapter of this dissertation examines the implications of these findings
for nursing and hospital leaders. Limitations and implications of this study are presented, and
suggestions for further research are made.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
This dissertation provides an analysis of the relative impact of workplace-, education-,
and key demographic-level domains on hospital-based nurses’ intention to leave their primary
nursing positions. The previous chapter explored the findings of this analysis in relation to the
extant literature and the theoretical framework that underlie this research. The final chapter of
this dissertation provides a brief review of the purpose of the study, the methodology, and the
main findings. Next, the limitations of the study are highlighted, followed by implications of the
research. Finally, areas for future research are discussed.
The purpose of this study is to highlight the relative impact of workplace factors,
educational factors, and key demographic variables on nurses' intention to leave their primary
nursing position and to identify whether that impact differs for emergency room nurses versus
their non-emergency department counterparts.
This dissertation utilized social constructionism as a philosophical basis and employed a
theoretical framework based on dual-factor theory, dimensions of nursing surveillance, and
intersectionality. The methodology employed consisted of a secondary data analysis of the most
recent (2018) National Sample Survey of Registered Nurses (NSSRN). This periodic survey has
been conducted since 1977 to provide information on the characteristics of nurses in the US
workforce (Stewart, 2018). Utilizing this data, nine logistic regression analyses were constructed
examining the relative impact of various independent variables on intention to leave current
nursing position in three samples of nurses: all hospital-based nurses, non-ED nurses, and ED
nurses.
This study's findings indicated that emergency nurses’ intention to leave their position
differed from both inpatient nurses and non-emergency department nurses in both magnitude and
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direction. Statistically significant variables for all hospital-based nurses and non-ED nurses
included stressful work environment (negative predictor), lack of good management (positive
predictor), inadequate staffing (positive predictor), lack of advancement opportunities (positive
predictor), international graduate (negative predictor), age (negative predictor), race/ethnicity of
Asian, and a status of single without children (positive predictor).
For ED nurses, lack of good management and inadequate staffing were also positive
predictors of turnover intention, albeit with much higher odds ratios. Lack of collaboration
(negative predictor), race/ethnicity of Hispanic (negative predictor), race/ethnicity of Asian were
also statistically significant. Stressful work environment, lack of advancement opportunities, and
international graduate were all either not statistically significant or not significant across all
models in the ED nurse sample. These results show some of the main variables affecting
turnover and illustrate the differences between ED nurse turnover intention compared to other
inpatient nursing groups.
Limitations
There are several limitations to this review that limit the generalizability of the findings
and contribute to the need for further study. These limitations include methodological
limitations; data set limitations, and timeliness of data.
Methodological Limitations
When analyzing large data sets, there is often missing data due to respondents choosing
not to answer certain questions or making an error in completing the data (Munro et al., 2013).
Before analyzing the data set, the researcher must choose how to handle the missing data. In this
analysis, listwise deletion was utilized to remove cases with missing values for all the variables
chosen. Listwise deletion was selected as the data set was relatively large (over 50,0000
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respondents), and thus the loss of some cases was deemed to be acceptable. The use of pairwise
deletion to only omit cases from the analyses where the variable data was missing was a potential
alternative as it would have resulted in increased sample size and statistical power (Munro et al.,
2013). Ultimately, even though the data loss may have affected some data, listwise deletion was
judged to offer less bias in handling the missing data.
When the logistic regressions were being calculated during the analysis phase, the
statistical procedure required outliers to be examined. Casewise diagnostics were calculated with
each regression for cases that did not fit the Model well. All standardized residuals in each
Model exceeding two standard deviations were examined. Ultimately, all these outliers were
retained in the Models rather than removed or transformed. As logistic regression is sensitive to
outliers (Munro et al., 2013), an argument can be made that any outliers exceeding two standard
deviations should have been removed. However, all outliers were purposely included due to the
large sample size and wanting to retain as much data as possible. As an exercise, a repeat
analysis was performed after removing these outliers and did not yield a substantial change in the
results.
Data Set Limitations
One data set limitation to this study was the use of solely quantitative data. Whereas
quantitative data can be useful in analyzing trends and computing statistical significance, the
results are limited to numerical findings. The abundance of dichotomous variables used limits
nuances that could potentially be explored further. In this study, responses of ED nurses when
compared to their non-ED colleagues indicate certain areas of interest and future research due to
the differences in response direction and magnitude, but the reasons are unknown. In other
words, quantitative data can tell what and how much, but not why.
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An additional limitation of the data set is the very nature of the questionnaire tool
utilized. Answers to the questions are limited by nature and do not allow for nuances of
understanding or intent. Additionally, restricted responses can not capture any further data that
would give insight into the respondent's perspective. Accurate survey responses require that the
respondent understand the question and answer truthfully and accurately, which can only be
viewed as an assumption.
The NSSRN is limited to nurses in the United States. Although the literature review and
focus of the study were limited to the United States, this limits the overall generalizability of the
findings. In one respect, this is purposeful, as various healthcare models, legislation, the scope of
practice regulations, etc., make it challenging to compare nurses’ work and experiences.
However, because of this geographic limitation, the findings of this study may not be
generalizable to ED nurses in other countries.
Even within the United States, the dataset has some generalizability limitations. The
public-use data file that was utilized for this analysis contained limited geographic details
compared to the restricted level dataset. Because of these restrictions, no geographic or statistical
adjustments were made. Thus, because approximately 80% of the total US population is urban
(US Census Bureau, 2021), it is likely that nurses in rural areas are underrepresented in the
sample.
When conducting a secondary data analysis, the research is often forced to alter some of
the research questions and variables to better suit the available data (R. B. McCall & Appelbaum,
1991). This analysis is no exception, as nuances in the data, most notably in the survey skip
pattern, resulted in some suboptimal data points.
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The dependent variable, intention to leave, had a very high proportion of nurses
answering in the affirmative (90.68%), which is notably higher than other studies where the
turnover intention was approximately 20% (Koehler & Olds, 2021). This inconsistency was
somewhat mitigated by the survey skip pattern, which resulted in only nurses who answered yes
to this question being included in the analysis. However, an analysis that also included nurses
who did not indicate turnover intention may have yielded different results. Intention to leave as
an outcome variable also has limitations. Although the relationship between nursing intention to
leave and future turnover intentionality is supported in the literature (Hayes et al., 2006), a
mediating relationship with other factors is possible. In this study, the relationship between
turnover intentionality and actual turnover was not considered.
Timeliness of Data
Although the 2018 NSSRN was the most recent data set available, the responses were
over three years old at the time of this dissertation. Numerous events on a global scale, such as
the COVID-19 pandemic or a local scale such as changes to healthcare reimbursement,
regulations, and leadership, all may have impacted the nurses’ turnover intention. A discussion
on the impact of COVID-19 concludes this chapter.
Additionally, although the NSSRN is completed at regular intervals, this dissertation only
examined the 2018 data in a cross-sectional manner, meaning that responses only indicated a
single moment in time. Mechanisms exist to view NSSRN data longitudinally; however, a
longitudinal analysis was beyond the scope of this study.
Implications
The limitations of this study notwithstanding, the results of this dissertation are essential
in understanding nurses’ turnover intention and have implications for both leadership, policy,
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and future research, which merit presentation here. The most significant contribution of this
study to research on nursing turnover is pointing out the important differences that exist between
factors affecting ED nurses and those affecting other inpatient nurses. These differences are
apparent in the workplace environment where a stressful work environment is not a factor in ED
nurse turnover intention, while a perceived lack of good management and insufficient staffing
have a more significant impact on the turnover intention of ED nurses than other inpatient
nurses. These differences extend to various demographic factors, where both Hispanic and Asian
nurses appear to be less likely to consider leaving their ED nursing jobs than their counterparts in
other inpatient specialties. Whereas factors such as collaboration between healthcare personnel,
graduation from an international nursing program, and lack of advancement opportunities appear
to impact the turnover intention of non-ED nurses strongly, these factors do not seem to
contribute to ED nurse turnover intention as prominently.
From an administrative perspective, hospitals should closely examine emergency
department leadership personnel and practices. Although lack of good management was
identified as a contributory factor to nursing turnover intention across all models, this item had
the highest odds ratios of any variable in the study across all three Models of ED nurses.
Whether the lack of good management is perceived or actual, addressing this issue is a priority in
retaining ED nursing staff.
Although prior research has noted an association between higher degrees of education
and increased turnover intention (Hayes et al., 2012; Nooney et al., 2010; Rosenfeld & Adams,
2008), no statistically significant relationship was found in this study. However, current
enrollment in an educational program was found to be a negative predictor of turnover intention
in all but one Model (IX). Given the statistically significant positive predictors of lack of good
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management and lack of advancement opportunities, organizations should consider increasing
the availability of leadership-focused educational programs to improve nursing retention.
From a policy perspective, inadequate staffing was a positive predictor of turnover
intention across all models, but with a higher odds ratio in the ED nurse sample. Special
consideration should be given to staffing in the ED, where the volume of patients can not be
regulated in the same way as other inpatient units, and factors such as crowding and inpatient
boarding can strain already limited resources.
Although there are numerous logistic and ethical issues surrounding the recruitment of
foreign-educated nurses, except for the ED nurse sample, graduation from an international
nursing program was a statistically significant negative predictor of turnover intention. Given the
high cost associated with nursing turnover, looking to increase the number of foreign-educated
nurses, as indeed several hospital systems have already been doing (ABC News, 2020).
Future Research
From a research perspective, this analysis highlighted several areas where future research
was indicated. Given the limitations presented earlier in this chapter, one could argue that the
findings in this study are only applicable to the population in this study and only at the time of
the survey. To address this possibility and expand what is known about nursing turnover
intention, further research should be conducted on two levels to address individual variables of
interest in this study and address study findings longitudinally.
In this study, the variable poor management/leadership was a positive predictor of
nursing turnover intention across all models and the most predictive variable of ED nurse
turnover intention. More research is indicated to help understand ED nurses’ perceptions of
leadership and management, including what is perceived as effective versus poor leadership.
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Given the high rate of ED nurse turnover and the high odds ratio in this study, additional
research on the impact of emergency department leadership on ED nurse turnover intention is
also indicated.
Given the differences seen between ED nurses and other inpatient nurses, more research
is indicated to help understand nurses’ perceptions of a stressful work environment and nurses’
perceptions of collaboration between healthcare professionals. Further research is also indicated
to understand the factors contributing to lower turnover intention amongst foreign-education
nurses, Asian inpatient nurses, and Hispanic ED nurses.
Finally, although turnover intention has been noted as a predictor of actual turnover
(Blake et al., 2013; Brewer et al., 2009; Unruh & Zhang, 2014), research that directly links
variables of interest to nursing turnover would be preferable. Comparing the results of this study
across multiple time periods would yield additional information that could help illuminate trends
and patterns.
COVID-19 and Beyond
Even though the data set utilized for this dissertation contains only data from 2018, a
study with nursing turnover intention as an outcome variable could not be considered complete
without a discussion of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. As of September 2021, over
695,000 deaths in the United States have been attributed to COVID-19, and more nurses have
died from COVID than any other health-related profession (The Guardian, 2021).
With the pandemic in its second full year, it is difficult to forecast the long-term effect on
nursing turnover. However, reports of increasing burnout rates among healthcare professionals
and staff shortages (Ice et al., 2021; The Guardian, 2021) appear to be taking their toll, with a
reported 22% of US nurses in one workforce survey reporting turnover intention. More
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troublingly, of these nurses with stated turnover intention, a full 60% indicating their likelihood
to leave their position had increased since the start of the pandemic (Berlin et al., 2021)
Increased nursing turnover intention has been reported in multiple venues. The
International Council of Nurses (2021) reports that 20 percent of member nursing organizations
have reported an increased nurse attrition rate since 2020, with an even higher percentage of
associations reporting higher nursing turnover intention. Despite these reports, healthcare growth
estimates have remained mainly at pre-pandemic levels (Ice et al., 2021), possibly indicating that
the increased turnover rates may not be much higher than previously estimated.
Renowned nursing researcher Linda Aiken (2021) sees the pandemic as an opportunity to
address long-standing nursing turnover issues. She notes that nursing school enrollment has
increased since the start of the pandemic and argues that despite recent increases in nursing
turnover, the US has an adequate supply of nurses. However, she notes that poor working
conditions and lack of legislation supporting safe staffing practices and cross-border licensure,
along with prohibitive practice regulations, have been the catalysts of the nursing shortage.
Given the number of restrictions on nursing practice listed, Dr. Aiken suggests that perhaps these
restrictions can be permanently lifted, clearing the way to address staffing issues known in the
literature, and confirmed in this study to increase nursing turnover intention.
Conclusion
This study addresses the nursing staffing crisis by focusing on the retention of the
existing and future workforce in examining the relative impact of various workplace,
educational, and demographic factors on nursing turnover intention. The next steps indicated in
this research field are to better understand both the factors most predictive of turnover intention
and those most associated with lower turnover intention. Next, targeted interventions to address
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some of the most significant predictors of turnover intention should be piloted to determine their
impact in reducing nursing turnover intention. The ultimate goal is to retain a highly functioning
nursing workforce by addressing the factors that lead nursing staff to voluntary turnover
decisions.
Given the anticipated increase in nurses needed to care for the US population, addressing
nursing turnover should be a priority in every healthcare institution. Addressing issues in the
workplace environment such as insufficient staffing, poor leadership, and lack of advancement
opportunities is critical. However, any interventions attempted may not lead to universal
solutions, as differences in nurse groups such as ED nurses have unique work environments,
which leads to different perceptions. In order to design effective interventions, it is crucial to
treat nursing specialties like ED nurses are a unique subset of nurses with their own identities,
workplace challenges, dynamics, and relationships.
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Tables
Table I. Means, Standard Deviations, Ranges, and Descriptions of Variables for hospital-based nurses
Variable

(Listwise N=19620)

Mean

Intention to leave nursing position

.91

Stressful work environment

.41

Lack of good management

.39

Lack of collaboration

.15

Interpersonal differences

.16

Inadequate staffing

.39

Career advancement

.27

Lack of advancement opportunities

.18

School/educational program

.04

Practice limitations

.12

Career change

.16

Years since graduation

19.98

S.D.
Range
Description
Dependent Variables
.290
0–1
INTEND_TO_LEAVE “Remained in primary
employment- considered leaving in past year”
Workplace-Level Variables
.491
0–1
STRESSFUL_WE “Reasons to leave: Stressful
work environment”
.487
0–1
POOR_MANAGEMENT “Reasons to leave: Lack
of good management”
.361
0–1
LACK_COLLABORATION “Reasons to leave:
Lack of collaboration”
.371
0–1
INTERPERSONAL_DIFFERENCES “Reasons to
leave: Interpersonal differences”
.489
0–1
INADEQUATESTAFFING “Reasons to leave:
Inadequate staffing”
.444
0–1
CAREERADVANCEMENT “Reasons to leave:
Career Advancement”
.383
0–1
NOADVANCEMENT “Reasons to leave: Lack of
advancement opportunities”
.195
0–1
EDUCATIONALPROGRAM “Reasons to leave:
School/educational program”
.326
0–1
PRACTICELIMITATIONS “Reasons to leave:
Inability to practice to full extent of license”
.369
0–1
CAREERCHANGE “Reasons to leave: Career
change”
Education-Level Variables
12.62
3-56
YR_SINCE_PUF “Years since graduation from
initial RN program”
“Type of first nursing degree”
.488
0–1
ASSOCIATE “Associates”
.500
0–1
BACHELOR “Bachelors”
.143
0–1
MASTER_DOCTORATE “Masters or Doctorate”
.289
0–1
OTHER_DEGREE “Other degree”

First nursing degree type
Associates Degree
Bachelor’s Degree (ref.)
Masters or Doctorate Degree
Other Degree

.39
.50
.02
.09

International graduate

.04

.201

0–1

Earned additional degree

.56

.496

0–1

Highest degree attained
Diploma in Nursing
Associates
Bachelors (ref.)

.03
.17
.33

.173
.378
.469

0–1
0–1
0–1

Masters

.42

.494

0–1

Doctorate

.05

.208

0–1

.11

.316

0-1

,

Current enrollment
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INTL_RN_GRADUATE “Nursing program, US
or foreign”
ADDTNL_DEGREE “Highest degree in
nursing/nursing-related field attained”
HI_DEG_DIMPLOMA “Diploma in Nursing”
HI_DEG_ASSOC “Associates degree”
HI_DEG_BACHELORS Sum of 2 items “BA in
nursing", "BA in nursing rltd fld"
HI_DEG_MASTERS Sum of 2 items="ma in
nursing", 6 ="MA in nursing rltd fld"
HI_DEG_DOCTORATE Sum of 2 items ="PHD
in nursing", 8 ="PHD in nursing rltd fld"
CURRENT_ENROLLMENT “Currently enrolled
in educational program for academic degree or
certificate”

Key Demographic-Level Variables
Variable
Female
Age

Mean
.89

S.D.
.304

Range
0–1

46.99

12.29

26 – 78

Race/Ethnicity
Hispanic
White (ref.)
Black
Asian
American Indian

.04
.82
.04
.06
.00

.196
.383
.205
.237
.057

0–1
0–1
0–1
0–1
0–1

Pacific Islander

.03

.054

0–1

Other Race

.01

.087

0–1

Multiple Races

.02

.145

0–1

Marital Status & Children
Married with Children (ref.)

.37

.483

0–1

Married without Children
Single with Children

.36
.06

.480
.230

0–1
0–1

Single without Children

.21

.407

0–1

5.93

1.35

1-8

Household income
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Description
FEMALE GENDER “Female Gender”
AGE “Age of nurses”
“Race/Ethnicity”
ETH_HISPANIC “Hispanic”
ETH_WHITE “White only, non-Hispanic”
ETH_BLACK “Black only, non-Hispanic”
ETH_ASIAN “Asian only, non-Hispanic”
ETH_NATIVEAMER “American Indian only,
non-Hispanic”
ETH_PACISLANDER “Pacific Islander only,
non-Hispanic”
ETH_OTHER “Some other race only, nonHispanic”
ETH_MULTIPLE “Multiple races, non-Hispanic”
MAR_CHILD Sum of 3 items “Married & chldr <
6", "Married & chldr >= 6"
"Married & chldr all ages"
MAR_NOCHILD “Married with no children”
SINGLE_CHIILD Sum of 6 items
Widowed/separated/divorced & chldr < 6",
Widowed/separated/divorced & chldr >= 6",
Widowed/separated/divorced & chldr all ages”
Never married & chldr < 6", "Never married
& chldr>= 6" "Never married & chldr all
ages"
SINGLE_NOCHILD Sum of 2 items
“Widowed/separated/divorced with no
children”, “Never married with no children”
HHINCOME “Household income”
“1=$25,000 or less
2=25,001-$35,000
3= $35,001-$50,000
4= $50,001-$75,000
5= $75,001-$100,000
6= $100,001-$150,000
7= $150,001-$200,000
8= More than $200,000”

Table II. Bivariate Analysis of Categorical Independent Variable Means Against Intention to Leave Nursing
Position
Independent Variable: Intention to leave nursing position
(n=9608)
Dependent Variables

Stressful Work Environment
Lack of good management
Lack of collaboration
Interpersonal differences
Inadequate staffing
Career advancement
Lack of advancement opportunities
School/educational program
Practice limitations
Career change
First nursing type- Associates
First nursing type- Bachelor’s (ref.)
First nursing type-Masters or Doctorate
First nursing type- Other degree
International graduate
Earned additional degree
Highest degree attained- Diploma in nursing
Highest degree attained- Associates
Highest degree attained- Bachelors (ref.)
Highest degree attained- Masters
Highest degree attained- Doctorate
Current enrollment
Female gender
Race/ethnicity- Hispanic
Race/ethnicity- White (ref.)
Race/ethnicity- Black
Race/ethnicity- Asian
Race/ethnicity- American Indian
Race/ethnicity- Pacific Islander
Race/ethnicity- Other race
Race/ethnicity- Multiple races
Married with children (ref.)
Married without children
Single with children
Single without children
* p ≤ .05

No (0)
Frequency (%)

Yes (1)
Frequency (%)

Independence
Test

Significance

5690 (59.2)
5873 (61.1)
8127 (84.6)
8026 (83.5)
5858 (61)
700 (72.9)
7889 (82.1)
9228 (96)
8450 (87.9)
8047 (83.8)
5792 (60.3)
4844 (50.4)
9413 (98)
8775 (91.3)
9343 (97.2)
4278 (44.5)
9343 (97.3)
7924 (82.5)
6359 (66.2)
5624 (58.6)
9166 (95.4)
8425 (87.7)
1001 (10.4)
9235 (96.1)
1546 (16.1)
9207 (95.8)
9211 (95.9)
9575 (99.7)
9576 (99.7)
9533 (99.2)
9373 (97.6)
6080 (63.3)
6194 (64.5)
9030 (94)
7520 (78.3)

3918 (40.8)
3735 (38.9)
1481 (15.4)
1582 (16.5)
3750 (39)
2603 (27.1)
1719 (17.9)
380 (4)
1158 (12)
1561 (16.2)
3816 (39.7)
4764 (49.6)
195 (2)
833 (8.7)
265 (2.8)
5330 (55.5)
261 (2.7)
1680 (17.5)
3245 (33.8)
3980 (41.4)
438 (4.6)
1183 (12.3)
8607(89.6)
373 (3.9)
8062 (83.9)
401 (4.2)
397 (4.1)
33 (0.3)
32 (0.3)
75 (0.8)
234 (2.4)
3528 (36.7)
3414 (35.5)
578 (6)
2088 (21.7)

χ2=37.705
χ2=54.924
χ2=24.538
χ2=9.384
χ2=90.650
χ2=.038
χ2=35.575
χ2=3.646
χ2=12.558
χ2=1.394
χ2=1.570
χ2=.051
χ2=.209
χ2=2.394
χ2=34.275
χ2=.211
χ2=2.078
χ2=.264
χ2=1.307
χ2=2.710
χ2=2.201
χ2=9.467
χ2=.001
χ2=.101
χ2=.6.163
χ2=.3.492
χ2=22.706
χ2=.415
χ2=.357
χ2=1.419
χ2=1.235
χ2=.684
χ2=7.356
χ2=.511
2
χ =13.707

.000***
.000***
.000***
.002*
.000***
.845
.000***
.056
.000***
.238
.210
.821
.648
.122
.000***
.648
.149
.607
.253
.100
.138
.002*
.978
.751
.013*
.062
.000***
.519
.550
.234
.266
.408
.007*
.475
.000***

*** p ≤ .001
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Table III. Bivariate Analysis of Continuous Independent Variable Means Against Intention to Leave Nursing
Position
Independent Variable: Intention to leave nursing position (n=9608)
(95% Confidence Interval of the Difference)
Dependent Variables

Years since graduation
Age
Household income
* p ≤ .05

F

Significance

Independence
Test

df

Lower

Upper

.67
1.30
.78

.000***
.000***
.001***

t=5.42
t=4.47
t=3.40

9606
.000**
9606

1.52
1.09
.07

3.23
2.73
.25

** p ≤ .001
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Table IV. Pearson’s Correlations
Variables
(1) Age of Nurse in 2018
(2) Years since graduation from
RN program
* p ≤ .05

(1)

(2)

1
.850**

1

** p ≤ .01
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Table V. Variance Inflation Factors

Unstandardized Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

t

Significance

B

Std. Error

(Constant)

0.967

0.028

34.562

0.00***

Stressful work environment

0.016

0.006

0.026

2.398

Lack of good management

0.022

0.007

0.037

Lack of collaboration

0.009

0.009

Interpersonal differences

0.000

Inadequate staffing

Collinearity Statistics
Tolerance

VIF

0.02*

0.845

1.183

3.245

0.00***

0.788

1.270

0.011

1.023

0.31

0.831

1.203

0.008

-0.001

-0.054

0.96

0.877

1.141

0.041

0.007

0.069

6.007

0.00***

0.774

1.292

Career advancement

-0.009

0.007

-0.014

-1.238

0.22

0.815

1.227

Lack of advancement
opportunities
School/educational program

0.033

0.008

0.043

3.927

0.00***

0.836

1.197

-0.037

0.016

-0.025

-2.365

0.02*

0.932

1.073

Practice limitations

0.014

0.010

0.016

1.515

0.13

0.887

1.128

Career change

0.006

0.008

0.008

0.777

0.44

0.957

1.045

Associate's degree

-0.012

0.009

-0.021

-1.352

0.18

0.414

2.415

Master's or doctorate degree

-0.012

0.023

-0.006

-0.544

0.59

0.848

1.180

Other degree

-0.005

0.014

-0.005

-0.378

0.71

0.565

1.769

International RN graduate

-0.077

0.020

-0.043

-3.879

0.00***

0.815

1.227

Earned additional degree

0.002

0.012

0.003

0.140

0.89

0.256

3.907

Highest degree-diploma

-0.015

0.025

-0.008

-0.584

0.56

0.504

1.986

Highest degree-associates

-0.014

0.018

-0.019

-0.823

0.41

0.193

5.186

Highest degree-masters

-0.001

0.010

-0.002

-0.142

0.89

0.361

2.767

Highest degree-doctorate

0.033

0.015

0.024

2.283

0.02*

0.932

1.073

Currently enrollment

-0.039

0.009

-0.044

-4.088

0.00***

0.890

1.124

Age

-0.001

0.000

-0.050

-4.117

0.00***

0.680

1.472

Race/ethnicity Hispanic

-0.004

0.015

-0.002

-0.242

0.81

0.982

1.019

Race/ethnicity Black

-0.024

0.015

-0.016

-1.594

0.11

0.959

1.043

Race/ethnicity Asian

-0.057

0.016

-0.039

-3.503

0.00***

0.816

1.225

Race/ethnicity Native
American
Race/ethnicity Pacific
Islander

0.015

0.050

0.003

0.295

0.77

0.997

1.003

0.028

0.051

0.006

0.554

0.58

0.997

1.003

Race/ethnicity Other

0.024

0.033

0.007

0.704

0.48

0.992

1.009

Race/ethnicity Multiple
Races
Married no children

0.019

0.019

0.010

0.982

0.33

0.988

1.012

0.005

0.008

0.007

0.598

0.55

0.653

1.530

Household income

-0.005

0.003

-0.022

-1.800

0.07*

0.698

1.432

Female gender

-0.004

0.010

-0.004

-0.394

0.69

0.984

1.017

Single with children

0.007

0.013

0.006

0.542

0.59

0.860

1.163

Single without children

0.024

0.009

0.034

2.815

0.01*

0.692

1.446

* p ≤ .05

*** p ≤ .001
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Table VI. Multivariate Logistic Regression to Predict Nurses’ Intention to Leave their Primary
RN Position

(95% Confidence intervals in parentheses)a
Variables
All Hospital-Based Nurses (N=9608)
Model I
Model II
Workplace-Level Variables
Stressful work environment
.83* (.71-.98)
.83* (.71-.94)
Lack of good management
1.29* (1.09-1.54)
1.30* (1.09-1.54)
Lack of collaboration
1.22 (.95-1.56)
1.21 (.94-1.55)
Interpersonal differences
.99 (.80-1.23)
1.0 (.80-1.24)
Inadequate staffing
1.77*** (1.49-2.10) 1.79 (1.5-2.14)
Career advancement
.93 (.79-1.01)
.96 (.81-1.14)
Lack of advancement opportunities
1.63*** (1.29-2.06) 1.66*** (1.30-2.09)
School/educational program
.69* (.50-.95)
.74 (.53-1.03)
Practice limitations
1.27 (.99-1.64)
1.25 (.97-1.62)
Career change
1.10 (.90-1.34)
1.1 (.90-1.34)
Education-Level Variables
First nursing degree type (ref.= Bachelors)
First RN degree Associates (vs. Bachelors)
1.1 (.90-1.37)
First RN degree Masters/Doctorate (vs. Bachelors)
1.0 (.62-1.63)
First RN degree Other (vs. Bachelors)
1.0 (.74-1.36)
International graduate
.39*** (.28-.54)
Earned additional degree
.98 (.74-1.29)
Highest degree attained (ref.=Bachelors)
Highest degree Diploma (vs. Bachelors)
.82 (.50-1.36)
Highest degree Associates (vs. Bachelors)
.84 (.62-1.13)
Highest degree Masters (vs. Bachelors)
.93 (.73-1.18)
Highest degree Doctorate (vs. Bachelors)
1.39 (.91-2.13)
Current enrollment
.69*** (.56-.85)
Key Demographic-Level Variables
Female gender
Age
Race/Ethnicity (ref.=White)
Race/Ethnicity-Hispanic (vs. White)
Race/Ethnicity-Black (vs. White)
Race/Ethnicity-Asian (vs. White)
Race/Ethnicity-American Indian (vs. White)
Race/Ethnicity-Pacific Islander (vs. White)
Race/Ethnicity-Other race (vs. White)
Race/Ethnicity-Multiple races (vs. White)
Marital status & children (ref.=married & children)
Married without children (vs. married & children)
Single with children (vs. married & children)
Single without children (vs. married & children)
Household income
Constant
7.59***
8.36***
Nagelkerke R2
.037
.047
.017
.022
Cox & Snell R2
a
Information above is based on a listwise deletion of cases.
* p ≤ .05
*** p ≤ .001
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Model III
.82* (.71-.97)
1.32* (1.11-1.57)
1.18 (.92-1.52)
.99 (.80-1.24)
1.74*** (1.46-2.08)
.91 (.76-1.08)
1.64*** (1.3-2.08)
.67* (.47-.93)
1.24 (.96-1.60)
1.08 (.88-1.31)
1.16 (.93-1.44)
1.0 (.61-1.62)
1.1 (.80-1.50)
.54*** (.37-.78)
1.01 (.77-1.33)
.86 (.52-1.43)
.85 (.63-1.14)
1.02 (.80-1.30)
1.54* (1.00-2.37)
.64*** (.52-.79)
.96 (.76-1.20)
.99*** (.98-.99)
.96 (.66-1.14)
.77 (.56-1.07)
.55*** (.40-.77)
1.32 (.31-5.58)
1.54 (.36-6.59)
1.53 (.55-4.25)
1.28 (.77-2.13)
1.09 (.91-1.30)
1.1 (.79-1.52)
1.4* (1.13-1.75)
.94 (.88-1.00)
22.85***
.058
.027

Table VII. Multivariate Logistic Regression to Predict Nurses’ Intention to Leave their Primary
RN Position

(95% Confidence intervals in parentheses)a
Variables
Non-Emergency Department Nurses (n=8777)
Model IV
Model V
Model VI
Workplace-Level Variables
Stressful work environment
.82* (.69-.97)
.82* (.69-.97)
.81* (.69-.96)
Lack of good management
1.24* (1.04-1.48)
1.24* (1.04-1.48)
1.27* (1.06-1.51)
Lack of collaboration
1.31* (1.01-1.70)
1.30* (1.00-1.69)
1.27 (.98-1.65)
Interpersonal differences
.95 (.76-1.19)
.96 (.77-1.20)
.95 (.76-1.19)
Inadequate staffing
1.72*** (1.43-2.05) 1.73*** (1.44-2.08) 1.67*** (1.39-2.01)
Career advancement
.97 (.81-1.15)
1.00 (.83-1.19)
.93 (.77-1.11)
Lack of advancement opportunities
1.58*** (1.24-2.02) 1.61*** (1.26-2.05) 1.59*** (1.25-2.04)
School/educational program
.74 (.52-1.05)
.78 (.55-1.12)
.70 (.49-1.01)
Practice limitations
1.29 (.99-1.67)
1.27 (.97-1.66)
1.26 (.96-1.65)
Career change
1.12 (.91-1.37)
1.11 (.90-1.37)
1.09 (.88-1.35)
Education-Level Variables
First nursing degree type (ref.= Bachelors)
First RN degree Associates (vs. Bachelors)
1.12 (.90-1.37)
1.17 (.94-1.47)
First RN degree Masters/Doctorate (vs. Bachelors)
1.03 (.62-1.72)
1.01 (.61-1.69)
First RN degree Other (vs. Bachelors)
1.03 (.75-1.42)
1.14 (.82-1.58)
International graduate
.39*** (.28-.55)
.54* (.37-.79)
Earned additional degree
1.0 (.75-1.32)
1.03 (.78-1.37)
Highest degree attained (ref.=Bachelors)
Highest degree Diploma (vs. Bachelors)
.81 (.48-1.36)
.84 (.50-1.42)
Highest degree Associates (vs. Bachelors)
.82 (.60-1.11)
.82 (.60-1.12)
Highest degree Masters (vs. Bachelors)
.89 (.69-1.14)
.99 (.77-1.27)
Highest degree Doctorate (vs. Bachelors)
1.29 (.83-2.00)
1.46* (.93-2.27)
Current enrollment
.71* (.57-.89)
.65*** (.52-.81)
Key Demographic-Level Variables
Female gender
.99 (.78-1.27)
Age
.98*** (.98-.99)
Race/Ethnicity (ref.=White)
Race/Ethnicity-Hispanic (vs. White)
1.09 (.72-1.64)
Race/Ethnicity-Black (vs. White)
.83 (.59-1.17)
Race/Ethnicity-Asian (vs. White)
.57* (.40-.81)
Race/Ethnicity-American Indian (vs. White)
1.0 (.23-4.30)
Race/Ethnicity-Pacific Islander (vs. White)
1.19 (.27-5.20)
Race/Ethnicity-Other race (vs. White)
1.46 (.52-4.08)
Race/Ethnicity-Multiple races (vs. White)
1.35 (.79-2.30)
Marital status & children (ref.=married & children)
Married without children (vs. married & children)
1.07 (.89-1.29)
Single with children (vs. married & children)
1.07 (.76-1.51)
Single without children (vs. married & children)
1.41* (1.12-1.77)
Household income
.93* (.87-.99)
Constant
7.66***
8.49***
25.31***
Nagelkerke R2
.034
.044
.056
.016
.020
.026
Cox & Snell R2
a
Information above is based on a listwise deletion of cases.
* p ≤ .05
*** p ≤ .001
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Table VIII. Multivariate Logistic Regression to Predict Nurses’ Intention to Leave their Primary
RN Position

(95% Confidence intervals in parentheses)a
Variables
Emergency Department Nurses (n=827)
Model VII
Model VIII
Workplace-Level Variables
Stressful work environment
1.03 (.59-1.80)
1.01 (.58-1.77)
Lack of good management
2.89* (1.32-6.31)
2.94* (1.34-6.45)
Lack of collaboration
.38* (.16-.91)
.37* (.15-.89)
Interpersonal differences
2.37 (.79-7.05)
2.22 (.74-6.65)
Inadequate staffing
2.58* (1.35-4.92)
2.83* (1.46-5.47)
Career advancement
.54* (.30-.95)
.60 (.33-1.10)
Lack of advancement opportunities
2.2 (.92-5.25)
2.35 (.96-5.76)
School/educational program
.34* (.13-.87)
.42 (.16-1.11)
Practice limitations
1.06 (.39-2.87)
.97 (.35-2.68)
Career change
.95 (.48-1.90)
.97 (.48-1.97)
Education-Level Variables
First nursing degree type (ref.= Bachelors)
First RN degree Associates (vs. Bachelors)
.93 (.41-2.09)
First RN degree Masters/Doctorate (vs. Bachelors)
.57 (.11-2.88)
First RN degree Other (vs. Bachelors)
.66 (.21-2.04)
International graduate
.39 (1.00-1.56)
Earned additional degree
.83 (.30-2.32)
Highest degree attained (ref.=Bachelors)
Highest degree Diploma (vs. Bachelors)
.99 (.08-11.62)
Highest degree Associates (vs. Bachelors)
1.13 (.36-3.50)
Highest degree Masters (vs. Bachelors)
1.58 (.71-3.51)
Highest degree Doctorate (vs. Bachelors)
4.56 (.54-38.84)
Current enrollment
.51* (.26-.9)
Key Demographic-Level Variables
Female gender
Age
Race/Ethnicity (ref.=White)
Race/Ethnicity-Hispanic (vs. White)
Race/Ethnicity-Black (vs. White)
Race/Ethnicity-Asian (vs. White)
Race/Ethnicity-Multiple races (vs. White)
Marital status & children (ref.=married & children)
Married without children (vs. married & children)
Single with children (vs. married & children)
Single without children (vs. married & children)
Household income
Constant
7.27***
7.44***
Nagelkerke R2
.121
.147
.052
.063
Cox & Snell R2
a
Information above is based on a listwise deletion of cases.
* p ≤ .05
*** p ≤ .001
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Model IX
1.09 (.61-1.94)
3.11* (1.40-6.90)
.36* (.15-.88)
2.01 (.66-6.11)
2.86* (1.46-5.62)
.65 (.35-1.20)
2.55* (1.02-6.38)
.40 (.14-1.12)
.93 (.33-2.62)
.93 (.33-2.62)
.97 (.42-2.22)
.65 (.12-3.66)
.55 (.17-1.81)
.71 (.15-3.39)
.76 (.27-2.16)
1.69 (.12-23.34)
.95 (.30-3.00)
1.42 (.61-3.30)
3.61 (.42-30.90)
.59 (.29-1.17)
.82 (.39-1.74)
1.0 (.97-1.03)
.33* (.12-.96)
.36 (.12-1.07)
.29* (.09-.98)
.59 (.11-3.04)
1.58 (.78-3.18)
1.55 (.52-4.56)
1.74 (.80-3.79)
1.23 (.96-1.58)
2.72
.18
.078

Figures

Figure 1: Theoretical Model
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Figure 3: Hierarchical Logistic Regression Model
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Appendix B

Variables of Interest

Dependent Variable: Intention to leave
Have you considered leaving the primary nursing position you held on December 31, 2017 in the past
year? [RE_CLVYEAR]
Yes (1) N=8713
No (2) N=895
Independent Variables and Domains
Which of the following reasons would contribute to your decision to leave your primary nursing position?
Domain I: Work Environment
Yes (1)
No (2)

1. Reasons to leave-Stressful work environment [RE_LVE_STRSSWE]

2. Reasons to leave-Lack of good management or leadership [RE_LVE_GDMNG]
3. Reasons to leave- Lack of collaboration/communication between health care
professionals [RE_LVE_COLLAB]
4. Reasons to leave- Interpersonal differences with colleagues or supervisors
[RE_LVE_INTERP]
5. Reasons to leave- Inadequate staffing [RE_LVE_INSTAFF]
6. Reasons to leave- Career advancement/promotion [RE_LVE_CARADV]
7. Reasons to leave- Lack of advancement opportunities [RE_LVE_ADVOPP]
8. Reasons to leave- School/educational program [RE_LVE_EDUC]
9. Reasons to leave- Inability to practice to the full extent of your license [RE_LVE_INAB]
10. Reasons to leave- Career change [RE_LVE_CARCHG]
Domain II: Educational

1. Years since RN program graduation year [YR_SINCE_PUF]
2. Type of first nursing degree [ED_NDTYPE_PUF]
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3. Nursing program, US or foreign [ED_NDLOC_US]
4. Earned additional degree after obtaining RN license [ED_ADEG]
5. Highest degree in nursing/nursing-related field attained [HIGHPREP_PUF]
6. Currently enrolled in educational program for academic degree or certificate
[ED_FALL_ENROL]
Domain III: Key Demographics

1. Gender [SEX]

2. Ages of nurses grouped [AGE_GP_PUF]
3. Race/ethnicity [RAC_ETHN_PUF]
4. Marital status & children [MAR_CHLD]
5. Household income [HHINCOME]
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